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PREFACE

This user's guide describes the structure and operation of

the Airport Landside Simulation Model (ALSIM). The model was
developed under the sponsorship of the Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration. ALSIM is available to airport owners, operators, and
planners to assist in the analysis of landside congestion

problems.

This volume provides a general model description and operat-

ing instructions. Programming details of the model are con-
tained in the Appendices to this Airport Landside Report. These
are entitled: Volume IV: Appendix A ALSIM AUXILIARY and MAIN
Programs; and Volume V: ALSIM Subroutines. A general description

of airport capacity analysis and the use of a simulation model

like ALSIM for landside capacity estimation is contained in
Volume I, Planning Guide. Results of calibration and a valida-
tion test of the model are contained in Volume III: ALSIM

Calibration and Validation.

The authors are indebted to Subash Mahajan, Systems Develop-
ment Corp. and Robert Walker, Input Output Computer Systems

Incorporated for providing documentation assistance and model

operation and maintenance. Editorial assistance was provided by

Bruce Kingsbury of Raytheon Service Company.
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SUMMARY

The Airport Landside Simulation Model (ALSIM) is a computer

program used to represent the movement of passengers and vistors

between aircraft and the airport boundary. It is designed to

produce quantified measures of congestion at essential landside

facilities for given demand levels. The measures included are:

queue length, waiting time, and occupancy. Concomitant outflow

from simulated facilities is also produced. This model is intended

to assist planners to identify whether a particular design concept

will produce suitable operational characteristics and to estimate

effects due to competing concepts. Furthermore, the model may be

applied to provide an estimate of overall landside capacity based

upon values of levels of service at increasing demand levels.

Because queueing and service processes exhibit similarities for

a particular landside facility type, regardless of location, ALSIM

contains modules representing generic facilities. These modules

are: enplaning curbside, deplaning curbside, ticketing and check-

in, security, gate, parking facility exit, bag claim, immigration,

customs and car rental. A control section dispatches the simulated

passengers to modules based upon input routings. Statistics are

maintained individually by the program for each represented faci-

lity. Modules are unchanged when the model is applied to different

airports.

The input data stream is used to describe characteristics

peculiar to the airport under study. Model inputs are grouped in-

to four categories: (1) flight schedule, (2) passenger charac-

teristics, (3) airport geometry, and, (4) facility information.

The flight schedule is a list of all arriving and departing flights,

including flight time and the number of passengers on each flight.

Passenger characteristics designate the percentage preticketed,

ground transportation modal choice, well-wishers or greeters per

group, bags per passenger and originating passenger arrival times

at the airport relative to flight departure time.

ix



The airport geometry and facility information describe loca-

tion, service time distributions and the numbe. of servers or size

of the modeled landside processing facilities.

Output statistics are maintained individually by the program

for each facility. A summary of the numbers of patrons served,

queue length and waiting time averages or distributions are avail-

able for all or part of the simulated duration. A time series of

facility outflow aggregated over a specified time period is avail-

able, as are instantaneous queue lengths and counts of passengers

and visitors at landside points.

ALSIM is written in GPSS-V with an extensive FORTRAN support-

ing subprogram. The GPSS-V program creates transactions to

represent passengers and accompanying visitors. These transactions

are directed through program blocks which describe the simulated

landside processors in a manner closely resembling the routings of
passengers through actual processors. The FORTRAN subprogram is

used to provide efficiency in matrix searches during program

execution and for flexibility in input and output operations with

the large data files used by ALSIM.

IBM System 370 Assembly Language subroutines are used to
provide program linking, to communicate with GPSS-V transactions

and to provide in-core reading and writing capabilities. Because

of the language used in these subroutines and the modified use of

IBM GPSS-V HELP Block conventions, the model is only usable on

IBM systems with the IBM version of GPSS-V

Computer storage and time requirements are dependent upon the

number of facilities simulated,. the total number of passengers and

visitors simulated and an input scale factor which specifies how
many passenger groups are simulated by one GPSS-V transaction. For

example, using an IBM 370/158, approximately 800 K bytes of storage

and 15 minutes of central processor unit time are required to

simulate a 100-gate airport with a traffic load of 20,000 passengers

over a three-hour period if the scale factor is one. For a scale
factor of two, the storage requirement reduces to 500 K bytes and

the central processor unit time is approximately 7 minutes.

x
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Airport Landside Simulation Model (ALSIM) was developed

by the Transportation Systems Center under the sponsorship of the

Federal Aviation Administration 09 program. The model is intended

for use as a tool to perform landside capacity analysis. The

landside extends from the airport boundary to the aircraft gate.

This model enacts the movements of originating, terminating and

transferring passengers and accompanying visitors through the land-

side. Quantified measures of congestion including queue length,

waiting time, and occupancy are produced for variable demand

levels at simulated landside processing facilities. Dynamic

changes in these quantities may be observed through use of the

model when transient effects due to changes in demand or service

capacilities are simulated. Furthermore, a level of service

indicator such as average waiting time at all facilities may be

obtained at specific demand levels and used for determining land-

side capacity.

Simulation was chosen as the most promising method of analy-

sis of the airport landside because of the time varying nature of

demand placed upon the system and the stochastic nature of pro-

cesses occuring within the system. There is an FAA Airport Land-

side queueing model applicable to steady state conditions.* However,

no analytic queueing model is presently available for application

to the landside under these conditions.

The simulation model described here provides estimates of

congestion with the above two factors included. The combination

of an input time-varying flight schedule, specifying the number

of arriving or departing passengers on each flight, plus the use

of random numbers to select characteristics and event times for

each simulated passenger group provides a model which is time

varying and stochastic.

ALSIM is modular in nature, that is, a program section is

used to represent a landside processing facility. Input data

specifies how many facilities of a -iven type are present, where

they are located, and what service times and numbers of servers

are applied.

* FAA-AVP-78-2 1-1



The simulated passenger is provided a routing function, de-

pendent upon requirements, and dispatched from module to succeeding

module through a control section. Thus, modules operate indepen-

dently and may be added or deleted as rquired.

The model performs the following operations:

o Generates and routes each simulated originating and

terminating passenger group through modeled processing

facilities between ground transportation and aircraft.

o Selects departing flights for each simulated transfer

passenger and performs generation and routing to the

departure gate.

o Simulates well-wishers and greeters accompanying and

proceeding independently from their respective passenger

groups.

o Represents the above passenger and visitor groups as

users of landside processing facilities to model

queueing and service processes at enplaning and de-

planing curbsides, ticketing and check-in, security,

gate, customs, immigration, bag claim, car rental and

parking exit facilities.

o Produces counts of users, waiting time and queue length

statistics at each facility and occupancy counts at

landside points.

1.1 APPLICATION

The Airport Landside Simulation Model may be applied to at

least two distinct planning requirements. The first application

is an evaluation of landside capacity. The capacity of a landside

facility or set of facilities is defined as the maximum number of

patrons processed per unit of time under the condition that a

specified level of service parameter value is not exceeded. An

acceptable level of service parameter is the average waiting time

at the facility or facilities. To perform this type of analysis,

the simulation may be operated at a series of demand levels, until

1-2



the level of service value is attained. The corresponding flow

value is then designated as the capacity.

The second application of ALSIM is an analysis of transient

effects at landside facilities due to proposed demand or service

modifications. For example, the proposed introduction of several

closely spaced wide-body aircraft arrivals into an existing sche-

dule could be examined for congestion effects. Peaking charac-

tistics and the duration of congestion may be investigated. Be-

cause the model is stochastic, upper and lower bounds of conges-

tion parameters as a function of time are obtainable.

S1 - 3/1 -4



2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

ALSIM simulates the movements of passengers, visitors,

greeters, and well-wishers and the flow of deplaning passengers'

baggage in the airport terminal area. The model also simulates

vehicle flows at enplaning and deplaning curbsides, on the airport

roadway and at parking facilities. ALSIM produces values of flow,

waiting time, queue length and occupancy for all simulated facili-

ties. At the completion of a predetermined simulated time period,

statistics of these parameters are summarized and presented as out-

put.

A complete list of model inputs is contained in Table 1. Four

general categories are used: (1) flight schedule, (2) passenger

characteristics, (3) airport geometry, and, (4) facility informa-

tion. The first two categories describe the demand placed upon

the airport landside, and the second two represent the service

characteristics of the landside.

The programming language used for ALSIM is GPSS-V with an

extensive FORTRAN supporting subprogram. Assembler language is

used for special purpose subroutines. GPSS creates and moves

transactions representing vehicles and passenger groups through

the simulated airport landside. Queueing and service processes

are represented and automatically summarized statistical informa-

tion is produced by the main program. FORTRAN is used to read in

the flight schedule, airport geometry, and some passenger charac-

teristic data. The FORTRAN subprogram fills in GPSS matrices

with these data, performs matrix searches, and assigns parameter

values to GPSS transactions during program execution. This sub-

program also produces data reports from GPSS information and

produces the time series outputs.

Assembly language subroutines establish program linkages be-

tween the GPSS-V main program and the FORTRAN subprogram. They

also perform in-core reading and writing, set logic switches, and

obtain and assign transaction parameter values for the FORTRAN

subprogram.

2-1
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TABLE 1. ALSIM INPUT DATA

1. FLIGHT SCHEDULE

Flight Number
Airline
Arrival/Departure Time
Aircraft Type
Domestic/International/Commuter
Total Passengers
Transferring Passengers
Bag Claim Facility Identification Number

2. PASSENGER CHARACTERISTICS

Percent Preticketed
Percent Using Express Check-in
Passenger Routings on Landside
Ground Transportation Modal Choice
Passenger Group Size
Well-Wishers Per Group
Greeters Per Group
Originating Passenger Times of Arrival

Distribution Prior to Flight
Arrival Distribution Greeters
Arrival Distribution Vehicles Meeting

Passengers
Number of Bags Distribution
Car Rental Agency Selection Distribution
Percent of Well-Wishers or Greeters

Proceeding to Gate
Percent of Greeters Proceeding Inside

Terminal

3. AIRPORT GEOMETRY

Point Number
XY Coordinates
Facility Type at Point
Facility Number within Type

4. FACILITY INFORMATION

Service Time Distributions
Car/Taxi Loading and Unloading Times
Number of Servers or Size of Facility
Baggage Transport Time to Claim Area

2-2



The general structure of ALSIM is shown in the block diagram

of Figure 1. The major components of the model are; (1) program
definitions, containing matrix size specifications, service time

distributions, routing functions, and GPSS-V variable definitions,

(2) deplaning passenger logic, which creates and assigns routing

functions to deplaning passenger and greeter transactions, (3)

enplaning passenger logic which creates transactions representing

originating passengers and accompanying well-wishers, (4) facility

modules representing essential landside processors, (5) the control

section for dispatching transactions to facility modules and (6) a

timer section to start and stop the simulation process. Part of

the enplaning passenger logic is contained in an auxiliary program.

This program is operated prior to a simulation run for producing

originating passenger transactions which are written on a GPSS-V

JOBTAPE file. These transactions enter the main program at times

corresponding to originating passenger arrivals at the airport

prior to their respective departing flights.

Modules representing airport processing facilities are used

because the operations performed by each general type do not

differ markedly at major airports. With the exceptions of bag

claim and curbsides, most processors are a first in-first out

multiserver operation with individual lines or unit queues located

at the facility. In the program, the presence or absence of a

particular facility at the airport under study may be accommodated

by insertion or deletion of the corresponding program module. Each

GPSS module has a corresponding FORTRAN program section to

calculate movement times between facilities, to search matrices,

and obtain the GPSS queue and storage number corresponding to the

facility accessed by the GPSS transaction and to assign these

numbers to transaction parameters.

2.1' PASSENGER PROCESSING

The enplaning passenger simulation flow is shown in Figure 2.

Transactions representing originating passenger groups are

generated for each flight included in the input schedule. Para-

2-3
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meters are assigned values to represent passenger characteristics.

With the exception of the flight numbers and type (domestic,

international, commuter), gate number and landside routing functions

the characteristics are assigned using random number generation

for each parameter assignment. For example, if 40% was input as

the percentage of pre-ticketed passengers, those transactions

drawing random numbers between I and 400 would be assigned a pre-

ticketed status, and those transactions with random numbers from

400 to 1,000 would be designated "non ticketed". Modal choice,

number of bags, number of visitors, and passenger group size are

selected by this method.

The starting time for an originating passenger transaction to

enter the simulation is determined by subtracting a time of arrival

at the airport prior to flight from the scheduled departure time.

This arrival time is selected from an input distribution by random

number generation. The transaction is directed to either the curb,

bus station or parking facility module.

Enplaning passenger vehicles approaching the curb are delayed

by roadway congestion if double parking or queuing interferes with

traffic flow. Vehicles are assigned to curbside sections depen-

dent upon airline.

The simulated vehicle first attempts to obtain a curbside

space. If these are filled in the section, a double parking space

is sought and, finally, if space is unavailable at either curbside

or in double parking space a limited size queue is formed. Those

vehicles which are unsuccessful in finding a space in these three

locations continue searching at the next curb section. If all

specified areas are filled, the vehicle recirculates. Vehicles in

double parking or queuing spaces are allowed to remain in these

locations for a limited time period, then they are forced to

recirculate. When a vehicle departs the curbside or double parking

spaces the queue is reduced by one vehicle.

The curbside check-in process is simulated for a percentage

of preticketed passengers. A vehicle unloading time is drawn

from an input distribution. If well-wishers are to accompany the

2-6



passengers into the terminal, the car proceeds to the parking

facility. Otherwise, the car remains at the curb for a dwell time,

then departs and the outbound roadway count is incremented. The

passenger group proceeds into the terminal for processing.

Passengers arriving by taxi use the same curbside as private

vehicles. Curb space selection is performed identically. The

vehicle is unloaded, then departs. Buses and limousines may pro-

ceed to the curb or to a station specified by input separate from

the curbside. Rental car passengers proceed to the rental car

parking area.

Passengers with baggage are sent to either an express check-

in or full-service counter, depending upon ticketed/nonticketed

status. A random number draw is used to assign each individual

service time as the transaction enters the service storage. If

all servers are occupied at a facility, the simulation establishes

a queue and maintains statistics of waiting times and queue length.

Preticketed passengers without baggage are routed directly to

security.

Following check-in, all enplaning passengers enter security.
The gate number of the passenger's flight is in a flight table

matrix, and the associated security station is assigned. The

passenger proceeds from security to the gate where the final pro-

cessing is simulated. After this step, holdroom counts are incre-

mented until boarding time and then zeroed at flight departure

time.

Well-wishers accompanying passengers into the terminal are

split off either at security or at the gate. All well-wishers

proceed to the terminal exit, then to the parking garage, and

depart from the airport landside.

The deplaning passenger simulation is shown in Figure 3.

Terminating and transfer passengers are generated by an arriving

flight based upon numbers input for each class. Using random
number draws, each terminating passenger is assigned a number of

bags, ground transportation mode, passenger party size, and the

2-7
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number of greeters, when applicable. Greeters are also generated

and assigned to proceed to the parking facility or curbside and

then to the meeting area.

After deplanement, passengers with bags proceed to bag claim.

Those designated to be met by greeters at the gate are joined by

them. Passengers without bags proceed to the lobby or enplaning

curb if they are to be met. The others without bags either pro-

ceed to the car rental counter or leave the terminal and go to the

garage or taxi and limo stations.

Greeters designated to meet arriving passengers at bag claim

are joined with their parties. Waiting times to represent bag

arrivals are simulated for each group. Passengers and visitors

then proceed out of the terminal to ground transportation facilities.

For international flights, immigration and customs are included

in the passenger routings. Service times for passport control and

customs bag search are drawn from input distributions.

Transfer passengers randomly choose their next flight from

a table of departures which occur between thirty minutes and two

hours. Passengers obtaining flights on the same concourse are

randomly selected to proceed to the next gate or out to the ticket

lobby and concessions based upon input percentages. Transfer

passengers with flights on other concourses stop at concessions or

ticket counters or proceed directly to the security station and

gate. The security and gate processing is the same as other

enplaning passengers.

International transfer passengers are processed through

immigration and customs. They then proceed to the check-in counter

and are thereafter simulated as originating passengers.

The number of greeters entering the terminal is calculated by

taking a percentage of those terminating, deplaning passengers

designated to be met by private auto. This quantity is further

divided into numbers of greeters meeting passengers at the gate,

lobby,or bag claim. From these, the greeter group transactions

are generated and routing functions to proceed to the meeting

2-9



locations are assigned. Group sizes are generated from an input
distribution and assigned to a transaction parameter.

A distribution of times of arrival at the airport prior to

arriving flight time is used to determine a starting time for the

greeter to appear at the landside. Greeters proceed to the parking

area or curbside and move through the terminal. The greeters

and terminating passenger transactions are matched and the numbers

of greeters in the group are absorbed into the passenger transaction.

The party then proceeds according to the assigned deplaning

passenger routing.

Vehicles without greeters entering the terminal are also

generated to meet the terminating passenger at the curbside.

Arrival times at the curb are selected from the distribution of

arrival times prior to flight.

At the conclusion of the simulation, a statistics report is

produced for each of the facilities encountered by enplaning and

deplaning passengers. The output items which are of major interest

are: total number of persons entering queues, maximum queue sizes,

average queue sizes, average time spent waiting in the queues and

the distribution densities of waiting times. Other outputs related

to the service aspects of the facilities are: total number of

patrons served, maximum numbers of agents busy, average numbers of

agents busy and average service time per patron. Occupancies

and flow values as a function of time are presented.

2.2 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

The development of ALSIM required simplifying assumptions to

restrict the complexity of machine instructions and limit computa-

tion time. The model, however, must simultaneously provide suf-

ficient descriptive detail of the landside for accurate simulation

of many large airports. The most general model assumptions are

the following:

2-10



1. Passenger and visitor processing facilities within each

type are generally similar and independent of airport

type and location. General models can be used to repre-

sent all of the members of each facility class.

2. Transfer flight selection, passenger group service times

at processing facilities, and bag delivery times are

generated by random number selection based upon input

distributions, not by a detailed modeling of these pro-

cesses.

3. Service time distributions are independent of time and

server workload. These distributions, however, may

differ from one facility to the next within each generic

type.

4. At each facility, single queue lines are used to repre-
sent multi-server queues. The model represents every

individual server at a specific facility and individually
selects a service time for each entrant, but the queues

are represented as a single line.

5. Passengers and visitors proceed directly from facility

to facility. Specific routes through the landside are
input for subsequent selection by each individual or group

based upon simulated requirements. Any paths requiring

deviations to simulate time spent at concessions require

input modifications.

6. The model assumes that an exogenous flight schedule will

be available to provide a time varying demand on the

landside. The schedule must specify flight times and per

flight loadings and will ultimately generate all simula-

ted passengers, well-wishers, greeters, private autos

and taxis.

7. Each facility operates independently. Arrival rates at
simulated facilities are determined by operation of the

model. The only predetermined arrivals prior to model
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operation are those at t-he simulation entry nodes. For

arriving passengers the entry nodes are the aircraft

gates. For departing passengers, well wishers and

greeters, model entry nodes are the entrance roadway or

the parking facility.
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3. OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

ALSIM is a probabilistic, discrete event, fast time computer

simulation model used for producing flow and congestion parameter
statistics at simulated landside facilities. Values are randomly

drawn from input probability distributions for assigning attributes

to simulated passenger groups and specifing service times at
facilities. The discrete events occurring within the model are

random arrivals and service completions at simulated facilities.
Queueing and service statistics are accumulated from these events.

The airport landside model operates in fast time by calcu-

lating event durations and advancing the simulation clock to the
next imminent event time. Much of the computer time expended by

the model is used for scanning chains holding transactions, and

moving the active transaction through GPSS program blocks.

The sequence of internal model operations is as follows:

1. A high priority timer transaction is generated to

initiate the program.

2. This transaction performs a HELPC call to initiate the
linking process with the FORTRAN subprogram FORTM.

3. A HELPA block calling FORTM is next executed.

a. This completes a linking process allowing two way

communication between the GPSS-V program and FORTM

at all HELPA blocks.

b. Mnemonics used in the FORTRAN program are linked
with corresponding GPSS entities.

c. FORTRAN formatted input data is read and placed in

GPSS-V matrices.

4. When the AUXILIARY program is operated, a copy of the

timer transaction is written on a JOBTAPE file as the

first transaction. The initial timer transaction is
then held at an ADVANCE block for 105 seconds. A
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transaction of lower priority is genera-ed to represent

all departing flights. Subsequent splits of this trans-

action first generate transactions representing indivi-

dual departing flights. These second generation trans-

actions are again split to represent individual origin-

ating passenger groups on each departing flight. All

passenger transactions are assigned a landside routing

function, ground transportation mode, ticketed or non-

ticketed status and a number of well wishers. The

transactions are stored on a JOBTAPE file according to

their time of arrival at the airport landside and read

into the MAIN program as simulation time advances.

Because originating passengers arrive at the landside

according to a distribution of arrival times prior to

flight departure which extends up to 140 minutes before

flight time, transactions proceeding to later departures

are interleaved with those of earlier flight times. A

second copy of the timer transaction is written last,

then the AUXILIARY program is terminated.

5. When the MAIN program is operated, the timer transaction

is advanced to the end of the simulation run as defined by

input data. A lower priority transaction is generated to

represent all arriving flights. Transactions are sub-

sequently split from this parent, each representing an

arriving flight. These arriving flight transactions are

held in an inactive status until one hour before their

respective scheduled arrival time. As each becomes

active, it is split to generate greeters proceeding to

the curbside or a parking facility. An airport arrival

time distribution relative to the deplaning flight

arrival time determines when each of these greeter

transactions will enter the simulation process.

The parent arriving flight transaction is again delayed

until scheduled arrival time. At arrival time, terminating

and transfer passenger transactions are created. Routing
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functions, bag numbers, and ground transportation modes

are assigned to each transaction.

6. During the creation of deplaning passenger and greeter

transactions, originating passenger transactions proceed

to designated landside facilities if their arrival times

are sufficiently early. As the simulation clock advances

enplaning and deplaning passenger and visitor transactions

proceed through the network of landside facilities

according to their respectively assigned sequences.

Statistics are maintained at each simulated facility for

subsequent output. Transactions are terminated as the

last step of the routing function.

7. The timer transaction terminates the simulation run at

the time designated by input data. Output statistics

are produced for analysis.

3.1 MODEL ARCHITECTURE

ALSIM consists of programs written in GPSS-V, FORTRAN and

IBM SYSTEM/370 assembly language. Simulation of the landside

process is conducted by the GPSS-V MAIN program. The GPSS-V

auxiliary program, AUX, is operated prior to MAIN operation for

generating transactions representing originating enplaning passen-

gers. These transactions are written on the JOBTAPE file for

later entry into the MAIN program. An extensive FORTRAN subpro-

gram, LINKC (FORTM), is called by the GPSS-V programs. During

ALSIM initiation, this subprogram reads and organizes input data

and stores the values in GPSS matrices and savevalues. During

simulation model execution, LINKC (FORTM) is called by the MAIN

program to perform matrix searches and assign transaction parameter

value5 each time a landside processor program module is entered.

Additional FORTRAN and assembly language subroutines perform link-

ing, data reading, error detection and parameter assignment func-

tions. A block diagram illustrating program levels is shown in

Figure 4.

The initial HELPC call from the GPSS MAIN or AUX program is

addressed to the FORTRAN subroutine CLINK. This program immed-
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iately calls CLINKI, which initiates a linking process to subse-

quently provide addresses of GPSS MAIN or AUX program entities to

LINKC(FORTM). The argument list of CLINK designates these enti-

ties and is identical to the LINKC(FORTM) argument list. Addres-

ses contained in the list are placed in GPSS fullword savevalue

locations by CLINK1. Control is then returned to the AUX or MAIN

program.

The subsequent HELPA call is made to the FORTM entry point

of LINKC. FORTM subsequently calls CLINK2 which retrieves the

CLINK argument list addresses from the GPSS fullword savevalue

storage locations and stores them in the LINKC address list

location. This process effects a two way communication between

FORTM and the MAIN or AUX programs using HELPA blocks by supply-

ing the addresses of GPSS entities to LINKC.

During program initialization, FORTM calls MNLINK to obtain

absolute values of GPSS entities, thereby allowing the use of sim-

ilar or identical mnemonics in each program. FORTM also calls

XCODE during this phase to provide in-core reading and writing of

input data. The subroutine MXBASE/MHBASE/MLBASE is called to pro-

vide base addresses of GPSS matrices for subsequent calculation of

element addresses.

The subroutine ASSIGN/LOGIC/PVAL/FPVAL is called repeatedly

by FORTM during simulation operation. The multiple functions

performed by this subroutine for FORTM are: (1) assignment of

parameter values to the currently active transaction; (2) setting

of logic switches, and, (3) obtaining the value of GPSS transac-

tion parameters. Errors detected in the calling arguments of this

subroutine cause branching to ARGERR where a message is written

specifying the problem nature.

Subroutine BAGS is used in the simulation of bag delivery to

terminating passengers. It is called from the deplaning logic

section of MAIN by each terminating passenger transaction. The

transaction is assigned a number of bags from an input distribu-

tion. For each simulated bag, this subroutine generates a random

number and assigns the highest one generated for the transaction

to a transaction parameter. When the actual delivery is later
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simulated, the value of the highest random number retained by

the transaction determines the length of time spent waiting for

bag delivery.

A summary of the functions executed by the ALSIM sections

is given below:

a. AUX Program

o Creates passenger transactions for departing flights.

o Prepares a dataset (JOBTAPE) of departing passenger

transactions.

b. MAIN Program

o Creates deplaning passenger transactions and assigns
attributes: bags per passenger, ground transportation

modes.

o Creates transfer passengers and assigns attributes.

o Assigns passenger routing functions.

o Randomly selects service times at simulated facilities

from input distributions.

o Generates transactions to represent greeters and well-
wishers.

o Simulates baggage claim and baggage unload functions.

o Simulates processing of passengers at the facilities,
and accumulates waiting time and queue length statistics.

o Provides summarized standard GPSS outputs.

c. FORTM Subprogram

o Receives inputs: flight information, airport geometry,
passenger characteristics, and facilities information.

o Assigns input data to GPSS matrices.

o Performs matrix searches to relate input facility data
to GPSS entity numbers.
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o Assigns entity numbers and their location numbers to

the GPSS transaction parameters.

o Computes point to point walking times between the

facilities.

o Formats outputs as summaries and time series.

d. Assembly Language Subroutines

CLINKl - Initiates linking of GPSS programs and FORTM by

storing argument list addresses in GPSS foll-

word savevalue area

CLINK2 - Completes linking of GPSS programs and FORTM by

retrieving argument list addresses in fullword

savevalue area and placing them in LINKC

argument list locations.

ASSIGN/LOGIC/PVAL/FPVAL -

o Performs Parameter Assignments

o Sets Logic Switches

o Obtains Transaction Parameter Values

BAGS - Simulates passenger bag delivery

MNLINK - Establishes linkages between GPSS entity names

and FORTRAN variable names.

XCODE - Performs reading and writing in Main Storage.

e. Other FORTRAN Subroutines

CLINK - Initiates program linking by calling CLINKI

MHBASE/MLBASE/MXBASE - Computes base addresses for GPSS

halfword, floating point and fullword matrice<

ARGERR - Prints message when error is detected in

arguments of ASSIGN, LOGIC, PVAL. or FPVAL

3.2 ALSIM PROGRAM DATA FLOW

The ALSIM program data flow is shown in Figure S. Input

data resides on data cards and on a disc file. The AUX program
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must be operated initially to provide a JOBTAPE data file

consisting of GPSS transactions representing originating passen-

ger groups. Then the simulation of an airport is performed by

operating the MAIN program. JOBTAPE transactions are fed into

the main program as simulated time advances to the time of arrival

at the airport for each originating passenger group.

The same Input Data File is used for the AUX and MAIN pro-

grams, although the AUX program operation only requires part of

the stored information. The card data differs, however. A

JOBTAPE card is used only during operation of the AUX program to

indicate to the FORTRAN subprogram that this program is in opera-

tion. An INITIAL card indicates the starting and end times of

the simulation and the number of passenger groups represented by

one GPSS transaction. the INITIAL card is used by both AUX and

MAIN programs. A third card type, specifying the number of

servers at a designated facility as a function of time is used by

the MAIN program only. Data card formats are described in Section

3 of this volume.

3.3 DESCRIPTION OF ALSIM PROGRAM LIBRARIES

Two libraries are used during the execution of ALSIM. The

source library is a partitioned data set containing the source

language programs for AUX, MAIN and LINKC(FORTM). These are

referenced by the member names AUX, MAIN and FORT, respectively.

Approximately 24 tracks of IBM 3350 disk storage are required to

accommodate this data set. When the program is executed, the

members AUX or MAIN are referenced by GPSS for program assembly.

The load library consists of the compiled program LINKC

(FORTM), link edited with the other FORTRAN and assembler sub-

routines. During model execution, these remain in memory during

the entire operation of ALSIM by using the LOAD feature of

GPSS-V. The alias name, FORTM, of LINKC is used as the operand

in the LOAD block. Approximately 10 tracks of IBM 3350 disk

space are required to store this data set.
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4. PROGRAM EXECUTION

4.1 JCL FOR THE MODEL

The user does not need an extensive knowledge of Job Control

Language (JCL) to run this model. The sample JCL cards needed to

run the model are included. This section begins with a brief

description of all the cards needed to operate the Landside Simula-

tion Model. Examples of JCL setups for auxiliary and main programs

are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Further explanations of GPSS-V

JCL may be obtained from the General Purpose Simulation System

V-OS Operations Manual (SH20-0867-3), published by IBM.

JOB Card - The parameters on this card are standard ones used on

an IBM 370 Computer, except for installation specified accounting

and routing numbers contained within parentheses. Both run time

and the region size parameters are specified on the JOB card.

EXEC Card - This is a standard card for running a GPSS program.

DAG01V is the name of the GPSS V assembler.

STEPLIB Card - The program DAG01V is located in the library SYS1.

GPSS5 which is specified on the STEPLIB card. This is concatenated

with another library, P. TSC.ALSIM.LOAD, containing the load

modules of all the subroutines needed. The modules from this

library are loaded in core during the execution of the programs AUX

and MAIN. If this library is not cataloged, the Volume and Serial

Number of the disk on which it resides, must also be specified.

WORK AREA SPECIFICATION CARDS - DINTERO, DINTWORK, DSY'TAB and

DXREFDS cards specify the work areas which are utilized by the

programs AUX and MAIN. The space and DCB parameters are assigned

on these cards. These cards remain the same for all execution

runs. The GPSS report generator input stream is saved in the

ddta set DREPTGEN. This is an optional feature not normally used

in ALSII operation and has been commented out.

OUTPUT and FT09FOOl are the printer output files and print

the output in a standard 132 characters-per-line format.
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FT09FOOl DD Card is used to get the error messages and the

system dump if the program terminates abnormally. If no dump is

needed, DUMMY is specified in the parameter field of this card.

FT12FOOl and FT13FOOl print five-minute snap-shots of the

output. This output is generated in the FORTRAN section of the

program. FT14FOOl card is used to get the punched output of the

five-minute flow rates and queue lengths at specified facilities.

This card may be set to DUMMY if no punched output is desired.

DJBTAP1 Card - This card specifies the file - P.TSC.ALSIM.ENPPAX.

When the auxiliary program is run, the enplaning passenger trans-

actions are created prior to the departure times of the flights.

These transactions are placed in the file P.TSC.ALSIM.ENPPAX and

are later used by the MAIN program. The disposition parameter

(DISP) is set to OLD on this card.

DINPUTI Card - This card specifies the GPSS source file for

assembly and execution. For the auxiliary program, this card is:

//DINPUTl DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE(AUX), DISP=SHR

For the main program, this card is:

//DINPUTl DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE(MAIN), DISP-SHR

FTO5001 Card - This card is used to provide a file for FORTRAN

input data. When a data set stored on a direct access device

is to be used, this data set may be created from card data by

using the system utility IEBGENER. The following example illus-

trates the JCL used to create and catalog the data set P.TSC.

ALSIM.DATA on a disk designated PUBLIC.

//STEP EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.DATA,

// UNIT=PUBLIC,DISP-(,CATLG), SPACE=(TRK, (2,2)),

// DCB=(RECFMI=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYSUTI DD *

-----------INPUT DATA FOR AIRPORT----------
*
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4.2 AUXILIARY PROGRAM RUN

The auxiliary program is run first in order to create
passenger transactions for the enplaning passengers. Job Control
Language (JCL) to operate AUX is shown below. For this example,
the job requires 500K of storage and is run under CLASS=A. Charac-
ters contained within parentheses on the JOB Card refer to local

accounting and output destination information.

The input data to this program is placed in the file, P.TSC.

ALSIM.DATA, which is concatenated with JOBTAPE and INITIAL cards.

Server change data is placed on cards after the input data file.

The concatenation of data from dissimilar devices, e.g., card

reader and direct access device, is not an allowable operation

at all 'nstallations. The JOBTAPE, INITIAL and SERVER CHANGE
data cards may need to be incorporated into the direct access in-
put data file or the entire data file entered by card submission.

//JBAUX JOB (XXXX,D72,DESK),'MAHAJAN',CLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=l,TIME=4,
// REGION=500K
/1* FOLLOWING JCL IS USED TO RUN THE AUXILIARY PROGRAM OF THE LANDSIDE
//* MODEL.
//GPSS EXEC PGM=DAG01V,PARM=A,ACCT=COST
//STEPLIB DD DSN=SYSl,GPSSS,DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.LOAD,DISP=SHR
//DINTERO DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DCB=BLKSIZE=I880//DINTWORK DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(DINTERO)),SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),
// DCB-BLKS17E=2680'' '
//DSYMTAB DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DCB=BLKSIZE=3048
//*DREPTGEN DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)) ,DCB=BLKSIZE=800
//DOUTPUT DD SYSOUT=A
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=A
//FT09F001 DD DUMMY
//FTI2F001 DD SYSOUT=A,ThCB-(RECF?=UA,BLKSIZE=133)
//FTl3F001 DD SYSOUT=A,DCB-(RECFM=UA,BLKSIZE=133)
//FTl4F001 DD SYSOUT=B,DCB=(RECFMh=UA,BLKSIZE=133),DEST=LOCAL
//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
//DJBTAPI DD DSN-P.TSC.ALSIM.ENPPAX,DISP=SHR
//DINPUTI DD DSN-P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE(AUX) ,DISP=SHR
//FT05F001 DD *
JkBTAPE
INITIAL DATA CARD
// DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.DATA,UNIT=PUBLIC,DISP=OLD,

DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)
SERVERS CHANGE DATA LARDS ----
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* 4.3 MAIN PROGRAM RUN

This program is operated after the successful run of the

auxiliary program. The input data stream is same as used by the

program AUX except that the JOBTAPE Card is not used by this pro-

gram. For this example, the job requires 500K of storage and is

run under CLASS=A. The JCL needed to run this step is given as

follows:

//JBMAIN JOB (XXXX,D72,DESK), 'MAHAJAN' ,CLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=1,TIME=4,
II REGION=500K
/*FOLLOWING JCL IS USED TO RUN THE MAIN PROGRAM OF THE LANDSIDE MODEL.

//GPSS EXEC PGM=DAG0lV,PARMI=A,ACCT=COST
//STEPLIB DD DSN-SYSl.GPSSS,DISP=SHR

II DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.LOAD,DISP=SHR
//DINTERO DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(l0,l0)) ,DCB=BLKSIZE=l88O
//DINTWORK DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(DINTERO)) ,SPACE=(CYL,(2,l>J,
// DCB=BLKSIZE=2680
//DSYMTAB DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(l0,l0)) ,DCB=BLKSIZE=3048
//*DREPTGEN DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(l0,l0)) ,DCB=BLKSIZE=800
//DXREFDS DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(l,l)) ,DCB=BLKSIZE=2680
//DOUTPUT DD SYSOUT=A
//FTO6FO0l DD SYSOUT=A
//FTO9FO0l DD DUMMY
//FTl2FOOl DD SYSOUTT=A,DCB=(RECFM=UA,BLKSIZE=133)
//FTl3FO0l DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFMf=UA,BLKSIZE=133)
//FTl4F0OI DD SYSOUT=B,DCB=(RECFN,,=UA,BLKSIZE=133) ,DEST=LOCAL
//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
//DJBTAPl DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.ENPPAX,DISP=SHR
//DINPUTl DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE(MIAIN) ,DISP-SHR
//FTO5FO0l DD *
INITIAL DATA CARD

1/ DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIMI.DATA,UNIT=PUBLIC,DISP=OLD,
II DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

SE RV E RS C HA N GE D A TA C AR DS --
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5. ALSIM INPUT DATA

The model input data consists of flight schedules, passenger

characteristics, airport geometry and the facility information.

Data items for each of these categories are shown in Table 1.

The data description in this chapter is divided into two

parts. Section 5.1 describes the FORTRAN inputs, and Section 5.2

presents the GPSS data.

5.1 FORTRAN INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION

A brief description of the ALSIM data entered through the

subprogram FORTM is contained in this section. These records

are initially read as character data and subsequently reread in-

core through NAIMELIST statements. Card identifiers of each data

type are underlined in the text. These names must begin in col-

umn one and are followed by one or more succeeding blanks used as

a delimiter. Data items may be placed in any order on the record

and are delimited by a comma. All of the 80 record columns are

available for the identifier plus data. Blanks embedded in data

may only appear between a comma and the beginning of a succeeding

keyboard name. With the exception of JOBTAPE and INITIAL cards

which are placed at the beginning of the data set, and the CHANGE

cards, which are last, data cards may be submitted in any order.

Except for the WALKSP and DSTFAC parameters written on the

INITIAL card, all numerical entries are unsigned integer constants.

Most of the program variables are fullword integers. However,

those entries used to specify the X, Y coordinates are halfwords

to reduce memory space. The WALKSP and DSTFAC parameters are

entered as real constants.

5.1.1 JOBTAPE Card

The JOBTAPE card is the first card in the data stream. This

card is used only wqhen the auxiliary program is run. For the
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MAIN program execution, this card is not used. This card con-

tains only the word JOBTAPE starting in column 1.

5.1.2 INITIAL Card

This is the first card for the main program run and the

second card for the auxiliary program. The following parameters

are specified on this cars.

START = XXXX Starting time of the simulation, this
must be at least 150 minutes before
the first departing flight time.

FINISH = YYYY Time when the simulation ends

DEFLIN = m m is the default airline number. If
airline number is not specified on
flight data cards, m is assumed.

DEFBAG = n n is the default baggage claim area
number.

SCALE = p p is the number of passenger groups
represented by one transaction in the
model run

WALKSP = q Walking speed,
default: 1.0 meter/sec.

DSTFAC = r Distance multiplier to account for non-
straight line distance between an, two
points.
default: 1.1 meters

5.1.3 RUNTITLE Card

A maximum of 5 cards may be used to provide information

identifying a simulation run. These may indicate the airport

simulated, the intent of the simulation and other pertinent data.

This information will be printed out as a header for FORTRAN

formatted output.

5.1.4 *(COMMENT) Cards

An unlimited number of comment cards may be submitted in anv"

location in the data set by placing in asterisk in the first card

co um n.
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5.1.5 GRTRANSP Card

One or more of the GRTRANSP cards may be needed depending

upon the type of flights being simulated. This card specifies the

percentages of the passengers utilizing various modes of ground

transportation. Omitting any mode, defaults that mode to 0%.

DOM/COM/INT =1 (Required) specifies the type of
passenger (Domestic, commoter or
International) to which tfose percent-
ages apply.

PVTCAR = w -Percentage probability that a passen-
ger will take the private car as a
ground transport mode.

CRENT = p p is the probability that the passenger
uses a rental car.

TAXI q q is the probability that passenger
takes a taxi.

BUS = r r is the probability that the passenger
takes a bus as a ground transport mode.

5.1.6 %PRETICKETED Card

This card specifies the percentage of domestic preticketed

and domestic direct preticketed passengers. Percent preticketed

values for commuter and international flights can also be specified

in a similar manner.

DOM = m m is the percentage of the domestic
passengers who are preticketed.

DOYDIR = n n is the percentage of the total domestic
passengers who go directly from the
terminal entrance to security and are
preticketed.

For commuter airlines, the variables will be COM and COMDIR,

and the variables for international airlines will be INT and INTDIR.

All variablesmustappear on the same card.

5.17. AIRLINE Cards

Airline cards identify the airline numbers. The following

parameters are used on these cards:
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LINES = n n is the airline number.

EPCURB = m m is the enplaning curb number. Specified
for the airline n.

EXPCHK - p p is the percentage of passengers using this
airline and using express check-in. This
parameter is required for airlines having
express checking facilities.

BUSTOP k Required if bus/limousine service is to be
simulated. It is the enplaning curb facility
number where the passengers arriving by bus
or limousine disembark for the entry into the
terminal building.

5.1.8 BUS/LIMO Card

ARVBUS Time interval between arriving buses at the
enplaning curb.

DEPBUS Time interval between departing buses at the
deplaning curb.

5.1.9 PARI Card

The variables defined on PARM cards are as follows:

CURBCK = r The percentage of total passengers using the
curbside check-in.

BOARDT = s This is the time all passengers take to board
the aircraft.

ERRORS = t Maximum number of FORTRAN errors allowed
during the program execution.

LEAVEL The minimum time before a flight that a
passenger at a lobby concession will leave
it and rejoin the normal traffic flow (in
minutes). Default = 15 min.

LEAVEC The minimum time before a flight that a
passenger at a concourse concession will
leave it (in minutes). Default = 10 min.

LEAVEV The "variation" in the above times prior to
the minimum (in minutes); i.e., the width of
the uniform distribution of leave times
Default = 10 min.

GREET The percentage of passengers with greeters.

WWGATE The percentage of passengers with well-wishers
whose well-wishers accompany them to the gate.
Default = (.
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GRGATE The percentage of passengers with greeters
whose greeters meet them at the gate.
Default = 0.

CIRCPK The percentage of recirculating greeters who
choose to park and go inside to meet their
passengers. Default = 0.

CRBGT The percentage of passengers with greeters
who are met at curbside. Default = 0.

PRKCRB The percentage of parking greeters proceeding
from parking exit to curbside for passenger
pickup. Default = 0.

If the PARM variables exceed the record size a second PARM

card may be used.

5.1.10 ARRV and DEPT Cards

(Flight data cards): These cards describe the arriving and

departing flights and assign various parameters to them. A list

of the parameters is given as follows:

FLTNO = j j is the flight number. This parameter is
optional and is used for identification
purposes only.

AIRLIN = K This is required for departing flights if
DEFLIN is not specified on INITIAL card. This
is used to match passenger transactions with
the TICKETING/CHECKING facilities of the
appropriate airlines.

TIME - nnnn Required. This is the scheduled arrival or
departure time.

AC = nnn Required for ARRV flghts only. Default = 0.
AC = Aircraft Type. This is used to specify
unloading gates for the passengers and baggage
as a function of aircraft type.

PAX - m m is the total number of deplaning or
enplaning passengers on the flight.

BAG = n Required for arriving flights only if DEFBAG
is not specified on INITIAL card. The
baggage claim facility number.,n,is used by the
arriving flight.

GATE - p Gate number p is required for both arriving
and departing flights.

TPAX - q,r.s Optional. Defaults to zero.
q - passengers transferring to/from another

flight.
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r - number of transit passengers who deplane
and then return to the same aircraft.

s - number of transfer passengers who go to
or come from locations outside the system
simulated (e.g., other parts of the
airport while simulating concourse).

DOM/INT/COM 1 - Optional, default: DOM = 1
DOM = 1 Domestic Flight
INT = 1 International Flight
COM = 1 Commuter Flight
Permits different number of bags, ground
transport, modes, etc., to be specified for
passengers from different types of flights.

5.1.11 TRANSFER Cards

Transfer cards define the time in minutes prior to departure

when a departing flight will be considered a transfer flight for

passengers on arriving flights. This card is optional because the

model uses default values which are overridden by using this card.

ADD = n - optional - Default = 120 minutes.
This is time in minutes prior to the departure
when the flight will be entered in the trans-
fer flight table matrix MH5.

DELETE = m - Optional - Default = 30 minutes.
This is the time in minutes prior to departure
when the flight will be deleted from the
transfer flight table.

5.1.12 OVERRIDE Cards

These cards are optional and are used to enter walking times

or distances between the points. This may be needed for those

cases where the walking time will differ significantly from the

time calculated by the program. One card is required for each

point to point override.

FROM = nl, TO = n2 or Either form is acceptable. This card
,FROMTO = nl, n2 overrides the walking time between points

nl or n2.

DIST = ml or Either form is acceptable. The walking
TIME = m2 time (in seconds) or distance between

points nl and n2.
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The default values of walking time between any two facilities

are computed from the fixed speed, 1 meter/second, by using the

shortest distance paths.

5.1.13 CHANGE Cards

This card is provided for changing the number of servers at

a facility during a simulation run. The variables appearing on

this card are as follows:

TIME = hhmm. Clock time at which the change is to be made.

SERVRS = 'name', facno, servers, facno, servers, etc.
'Name' is the four-character facility type name (same as the
first four characters of the geometry card). Valid facility
types are 'GATE', 'CHEC', 'SECU', 'CUST', 'ENPL', 'PARK', 'RENT',
'DEPL', 'IMIMI', 'TICK'. After the facility type, as many pairs
as desired of facility numbers and new numbers of servers can be
specified. A new facility type can then be given, followed by
more facility numbers and servers. The only limitation is the
length of a card; however, more than one change card can specify
changes at a given time.

All CHANGE cards must be in chronological order and placed

at the end of the input deck. A sample CHANGE card is given as

follows:

CHANGE TIME =1350,SERVRS='TICK',l,7,5,3,'SECU,4,2,

The above card indicates that at TIME=1350 there will be 7 servers

at the ticketing and checking facility number 1, and 3 at the

facility number 5. There will also be 2 servers at security

facility number 4.

The CHANGE cards must be placed at the end of the FORTRAN

input data set.

5.1.14 Facility Data Cards

These cards specify information required to simulate airport

landside facilities. For each facility, these cards specify

location, size or number of servers, and information relating this

facility to other facilities. Each facility type is identified by

name which appears as the first keyword parameter.
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Each facility is located at a specified p-;nt number (POINT)

on the landside. The X,Y coordinates of the -,:int expre -ed in

meters are specified by the keywords POINTXznl, POINTY-n2, or the

dyadic symbol XY=nl,i2. Although the point number must ipp.-ar

on every facility card, ccordinates of each point require %Ily

one specification in the input data set and repetition of X,Y

values is unnecessary.

The facility number parameter (FACNO), specifies the number

of the designated facili', within type. A maximum of four

colocated facilities of the same type may be specified on a single

card. Input parameters other than facility numbers and respec-

tive numbers of agents or servers must be applicable to all

facilities numbered on the data card.

The model will determine the nearest exit point (EXITPT) and

entrance point (ENTRPT) for each facility. These points may be

overridden by assigning values to the EXITPT and ENTRPT param-

eters on the facility cards.

5.1.14.1 GATE Cards - The gate facility card specifies the

facility number (FACNO), point number (POINT), XY coordinates of

the point locatJon (XY), number of agents (AGENTS) and a security

facility number (NSECUR) used by passengers to proceed to the

facility. For gates handling international flights, the immigra-

tion facility number (NIM-I) used by the deplaning passengers is

also specified. An example is shown below:

GATE FACNO=6,7,8,POINT=16,XY=3297,2930,NSECUR=l,AGENTS=2,l,3,

This card specifies three gate facilities located at point

number 16. They are accessed via security facility number one.

Two servers operate at gate six, one at gate seven and three at

gate eight.

5.1.14.2 DEPLCURB and ENPLCURB Cards - Both deplaning curbside

(DEPLCURB) and enplaning curbside (ENPLCURB) have similar data.

Each facility card contains facility number (FACNO), point number

(POINT), XY co-ordinates (XY), facility size (SIZE). The parameter,
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SIZE, refers to the number of curbside parking slots. Two optional

parameters can also be specified: DPARK, refers to the number of

double parking slots, and CURBQ, specifies the number of queue

slots. A sample example is shown below. In this example DPARK

is 2, and CURBQ is 6.

DEPLCURB FACNO=3,POINT=79,XY=3118,3103,SIZE=Z0,DPARK=2,CURBQ=6

5.1.14.3 RENTACAR Cards - On a car rental facility card (RENTACAR),

the parameters facility number (FACNO), a point number (POINT),

XY co-ordinates (XY),and number of agents (AGENTS) are similar

to those of other facility cards. Two additional parameters,

rental car agency number (AGENCY) and parking lot number for rental

cars (NPARKL) are also specified on this card. A sample example

is shown below:

RENTACAR FACNO=2,POINT=67,XY=3106,3317,AGENCY=2,AGENTS=2,
NPARKL=l, ......... (All on one card)

5.1.14.4 SECURITY Card - This card has a unique facility number

(FACNO), point number (POINT), X-Y co-ordinates (XY) and number

of agents (AGENTS). A sample example is shown below:

SECURITY FACNO=5,POINT=51,XY=2893,3875,AGENTS=2,

5.1.14.5 BAGCLAIM Card - Each baggage claim facility card contains
the parameters: facility number (FACNO), X-Y co-ordinates (XY)

and the number of deplaning curb (NDEPLC) to which the arriving

passengers go. A sample example is shown below:

BAGCLAIM FACNO=8,POINT-65,XY=2856,3932,NDEPLC=3,

5.1.14.6 PARKING Card - This card has the parameters: Facility

number (FACNO), point number (POINT), X-Y co-ordinates (XY),and

number of agents (AGENTS). A sample example is shown below:

PARKING FACNO=3,POINT=70,XY=2743,3780,AGENTS=2,
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5.1.14.7 CONCESSION Card - This card is used to specify a lobby

or concourse concession. For those concessions located in the

lobby, the facility number (FACNO), point number (POINT) and X,Y

coordinates (XY) are used. When a concourse concession is

specified, the above three parameters are coded and the security

facility number (NSECUR) identifying the concourse is also

specified. A sample CONCESSION card is given as follows:

CONCESSION FACNO=l,POINT=60,XY=3368,3024, NSECUR=l,

This example designates a concession located on concourse

number one.

5.1.14.8 CUSTOMS Card - This card is needed if the simulation is

handling international passengers. Customs card also requires

FACNO, POINT and XY parameters. The parameter, AGENTS, specifies

the number of servers, and the parameter, NDEPLC, specifies the

number of depaning curb to which the international passengers go

after they have cleared through customs. A sample example of

CUSTOMTS card is given as follows:

CUSTOMS FACNO=l,POINT=40,XY=3145,3375, AGENTS=10,NDEPLC=3,

5.1.14.9 IMMIGRATION Card - This facility card is also used for

international passengers and uses the standard parameters:

FACNO, POINT, XY, and AGENTS. An additional parameter, NCUST,

specifies the number of customs facility to which the arriving

passengers go after clearing through immigration. A sample

example follows:

IMMIGRATION FACNO=l,POINT=42,XY=3146,3030,AGENTS=S,NCUST=l,

5.1.14.10 ENTRANCE/EXIT Card - These sr~cify the location of

airport terminal building entrances and exits. Because entrance

and exit doorways are generally placed side-by-side, either an

ENTRANCE or an EXIT card is used to indicate a facility capable

of permitting passage in either direction. When one way flow

requires specification, the parameter TIVOWAY 'is set to

NO(T1VO1VAY=NO) and applied to either an ENTRANCE
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or EXIT card. A sample ENTRANCE card is shown below:

EXTRANCE FACNO=2,POINT=75 ,XY=2935,3254,

The above example eliminates the need of specifying a

separate EXIT card because the program assumes adjoining entrance

and exit facilities.

5.1.14.11 TICKETS&CHECKlN Cards - This card is used to represent

full service ticketing and check-in facilities operated by air-

lines in the terminal building Parameters used for this card

are: Facility number (FACNO),X-Y coordinates (XY), point number

(POINT), airline number (AIRLIN) and number of agents (AGENTS).

An example of a TICKETS&CHECKIN card is shown below:

TICKETS&CHECKIN FACNO=4,XY=3154,2846,POINT=4,AIRLIN=1l,AGENTS=3,

5.1.14.12 CHECKIN Cards - Express check-in facilities, operated

by airlines to check baggage for preticketed enplaning passengers

are designated by CHECKIN cards. The parameters used for this

facility are: facility number (FACNO), number of servers

(AGENTS), point number (POINT) airline number (AIRLIN) and X,Y

coordinates (XY). A sample of this card type is shown below:

CHECKIN FACNO=l1.POINT=12,AIRLIN=I,AGENTS=l0,XY=3114,3222,

5.1.15 TIMESERIES Cards

These cards are used to specify the absolute values of GPSS

storages, queues and halfwords for the purpose of obtaining flow

and instantaneous queue length output data produced as timeseries.

The flow data consists of the number of persons or vehicles

discharged by a facility during a specified time interval. This

data is obtained from GPSS storage entry counts during the time

interval minus current contents or from GPSS halfwords used as flow

counters. Storage information is used if each transaction repre-

sents only one person or vehicle multiplied by the scale factor.

When one transaction represents a group larger than one passenger
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multiplied by the scale factor, GPSS halfwords are used to count

flow. Queue lengths are obtainable directly from a QUEUE
block regardless of group size represented by the transaction.

Absolute values of entities used by the GPSS-V MAIN program

may be specified by the EQU statements discussed in the next sec-

tion. These TIMESERIES cards designate the absolute values of the

storages (GPSTO), queues (GPQUE) and halfwords (GPHALF) selected
for output. Up to 24 entities of each type may be submitted.

Two entity types may appear on one card. However, the keywords

may not be repeated on a second card.

Examples of this type of input card are shown for each of

the three entity types:

TIMESERIES GPSTO=23,22,19,

TIMESERIES GPQUE=23,28,186,188,191,3S,36,37,

TIMESERIES GPHALF=33,28,24,20,111,115,116,117,

For this example the storage and queue 23 have an identical

absolute value.
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.Z INPUT DATA FOR MIAMI

muwnmuMIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
RUNTITLE CONCOURSE A TO W (ALL)
RU:4TITLK SCALED
RUNTITLE MODEL DATA 03/1U/1976

A AIR L INE9S N AME1S

*AIRLINE f EASTERN
*AIRLINE 2 DELTA
*AIRLINE 3 NATIONAL
*AIRL6NE 4 BRANI F I
*AIILINE 5 SOUTHERN
*AIRLINE 5 NORTHWEST
*AIRLINE I UNITED
*AIRLINE 8 CONTINENTAL
*AIRLINZ 9 AIR CANAOAAIR JAMAICA
*AIRLINE f0 PAN AN
*AIRLINE 11 TWA
*AIRLINE 12 BRITISH AIRWAY & JIXICANA

* AERO CONOOR
* VZ*SA.SELIZE
* OOMINICIANA. AIR PANAMA
* AVIANCA, ?ACA

aAIRLINE 13 ALMJ ANO TAN
aAIRLINE 14 AIR FRANCE ANDOSAMAUAS

* AVIATECA, LACSA
*AIRLINZ 15 AIR fLORIOA

GRTRANSP VVL*u.PYTCAR=44,CRENTuIG.TAXI20.US23.
GARANSP IN4Tel.PVITCA~ta44,C.RENTail.TAX1U2@.lUS820.
UUS/LtI40ARVG2US810,05EPBUS 10.

PARMA CR3GTm24,PRXCR6m50,

%P,~ETIC1KET.C DG7.'mS3. OCOI R*30.
AXILINE .NSI ,EPCL-R8m1. ZXPCHKuO.
AIRtLINE LZ:;ESs2. EPCUR~aS. EXPCHK8tO.
AIRLINE L.%NES&3,EPCURgmud *EXPCNK=40.
AIRL.:NE L.NE.4.EPCURt382.
AIRLINE LVIES=5.EPC~Ra6o. EXPCNK258.
AIRLINE LI: uSe* EPCUJt5u5.
AIRLZNE 6 .--4u W,EPCURAUG, ZXPCHK&23.
AILINE Ltlig-Su. IPCUitS8I, EXPCM94MA.
AIR!.NE LI:ICSuiEPCURS*. !XPCH4K640.
AIRLINE LINESS~i0,ERCUR~m3.
AIRLINE LIIJSo I .lPCUJRl&O.
AILINE LVIE Soll2. fPCj~lU2. EXPCMK240.
AIRLINE I.INCSo 13. (PC*.Eu%.
AIRLINE '-,S ; 4,ICJSG
AIRLINE L.11 nI S. aPCUR16*2.

,tcxtTsA4Ec)IINx FAiC.%Qvl Xlm130172342, POINqTal, .IRL&*Ma2* Acamrseu4.
TCXETS6C!4SCX:N ?ACN.V2u. XY*3147.2941. PCINTm2. AiR'.INmaj, AGENTSAI.
?ZCXETSS4MHCNlN XA~3 YaI7.2653. PCO'.a3. IILU. AGZ74?Sm4.



TZCKITSSCHKCKZN FACMOM4. XY*3t§4.2646. POtN~s4. AtRLZ?4m11. AGENTS&3,
flCKaTS~cNHcN PACNO*S. XYo3206.2679. POINTel. AINLZN.I. AGNSG
??CXEYS.ScNEcxIm PACXOe6. XY*32?9.2881. POINTnG. AIMt.ZNw$, AGEN1Sa2.
TZCXETSSCttCKIN PACNOs?. XY*3264.294A. POINTul. AIRLIN2g. AGgmrS04,
TItCX~SSHCKIM PACN~oe. .Y*3260.2SUA. POINrinG. AIRLIN*3. AGE?4?S07.
TIMXT3CHE~Cfl4 FACMdOs9. XY*3289.3064. OWogo AIRLZNsI@. AGvrdsm32.
TtCUtTSChZCAIN4 F&C.40*10, XYw3241 .3164. POINT*I*, AtRLIt~a4. AGV4T~af.
TICK~tTS8C)IECKIN FACHOwit. XV03147.3212. PCINToil. AliR%.Ii, AOEI4Th 14.
TICXIETSAcHC)(ICXN PACOwIn2. POU4T*i@. AtRLI~uI2, AGENTS23S.
TICXITS&CNECKIN FACNO-P3. POtN~w7. AtMLINwIt3, AGU41S*G,
TICXKEtSaC149CK11 PACHOinIA, POIN~s2. AtRLImI 4. AGINT~mS,
TZCKEtTSd4CgCN FACXdOm1S. POUtl'.tG. AIRLINasS. A41?4?So2,

* SECURITY

SECURITY PACNOwI. P'OXN~v13, XY3054,3254, LOENTS&It.
SEICURITY 7ACN~s2. POINT*14, XYumf 97.3261. A41NTSin2.
SEtCURITY FACHOW3. POINTWIS. XYu32U2 .3159. AGENTS-*t.
SECURITY PACflOw4, POINruff, XV.33@7.3036. AG4TS*I.
SECURITY FACNOg, POZITaI?, XY..32S2.2002. AGINTSol.
StCURITY FACKO*6, POINT10, XY3ss6,2650. AG4tT2.
SECURITY PACN~a?, POItNToll, XY*20622793, AGNATSo..

: Sam CLAZt1

5AGCLAtf4 FACtICal, POIN?.20, XY*n3122.2860. MOXPLCm6.
BAGCLAX'J F.%Cf!0a2. PCINoin2l. XYin3lt.2881. NDEPLCaS.
BAGCLAItA FACNIOaS 00I14T*20. NDEPLCAS.
BAGCLAZ.1 P..CMG*nJ, PCIN1.24. XY*3220,2916. NORPLCnS,
3AOC?.AIM PAC4O.O. 0OjN?v24. NOIPLCn4.
BAC.AIM FACMlOG, PCINT.23. XYo3226,2932. NCEPLCa4,
BAGCLAVA FACMO.?, PCINT*26. XY*3242,2987. NCEPLCSm4.
3A4CLAIJ9 FA'CN040, POINr*27. XY*3249.3010. NOZPLCn4.
&AGCLA:fA FAIG1 POINT.,2S. xY*3222.31dS. NGOLCo3.

DACCLAIM ?AC;:o1. OCIT:30, XYm3194:3174. NOEPLC::.
UAGCLA? 1.3AC:;CGin12. POINT,*31. XYw3183,311jQ. MOIICn2.

UACCLAA FAC NC i14. POINTw33. NCOEPLCa2.
IAGCLAM. FACfl*inIS. POINTe33. MCEPLCnI,
GAGCLAIM F.NC?4OstS P014T*33, NOEPLdinI.
GAGCLAtu ?*hCMO.1?, POINTaft. MCAPLCm3,

* liEN A CAR

RENTACAM FACNOol, POINT*36, XYin3194,3161. AGENCY aI . AGtNSm2. MPARKLnG.
9E4TACAR F4CN~u2. POtNTin37, Vi32333.2982. AGEXCyw2, AGV4Sm2. NPARKLs6.
*tNTACAR FACP.0&3. POINT*38, XYu31t.*id6. AGENCY-3. AGEN1SA2. NPAAIKLnG.
IRENTACAR FACfl~in4. PO0i33, A.2ENCYind, AGENTSs2. NPARKLuG.
RNINACAN FACHOmS, OIt4T*3U, AGNCYn5, AGENTS.2. 1MPARKLes.

ZIGNATION FACV4On I.POINT w3g. X 3245. .305G. AGf41Sin16.NCUSTUi.

CUSTOM FACMOmIntPOtNTin2U. GStIVC3

PARKING FACNOnf, POINTin42. J(YuJ.144.230. AGEN1'5a2.
PARXNH FAC.40*2. POINTind3. XY.306.297, AGSNTSw2.
PARKING FAC-40m3. POINm4 edA XinM.310g. AGSWMlSe2. -

PUKIMG FACl~ad, AOINludS, XY4297.29S?. AOftSm2.
PANNING PACNO.*., POINT4aE, AYw2987.3109. AGENTS*..
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PARKING0 PACtOus. POINTu4T. XY*2920,2926, AGENTSa2.

ENPLCUR3 FACNOmi, PoNmrs4s. XYm307@.3209. SIZE37,
ZNPLCURI FACNOa2. POINT849. XY*3133,3203. StZge.
ENPLCURS FACNO*3. POtNTe5O, XY*322I.3111. SZZEsWO.
INPI.CURB PACNO64. POZNTeII, XYe3226.2963. SXZE*WG,1I.
ENPILCURU FACtI0uS, POtNTuS2. XY*315G .2359. SIZEUIO. 16.
ANPLCURU FACtIOUS, POINTu$3. XYm30U2.2@71. SIZ1*20,

OEPLCIJRU FACNOwl, POINTw5A, XYs3@72.3204, SIZlEu4G.
06PILCURB FACNOs2, PoiNress, XYv3 41 .3199, SZZE*2O.
DEPi.CURS FACI4Ou3. POINTeSO, X'ra322?.3101. SZZES30.
DEPILCURU FAV3004, POINT*S7. XY*3227,2966. SZZE*3O.
0EPLCURUB FACt.095. ONTaSS, XY=3l1l .2900, SIZE.0.
DEPLCURS FACNOEG. PGZNT*59, XY*3O0l .2379. SIZES3O,

ENTRANCE FACNOUI. POZNr*48.
ENTRANCE PAC.2, POINTus,9
ENTRANCE FAC:O.m3. POfl4Ta50,
ENTRANCE FACH~s4. POI'4TuS1.
ENTRANCE FACtIOnS. POZNTv32.
IINTRANCIE FACtIOuG. POINTas3.
ENTRANCE riACNca7, PO1N?.4e.
ENTRANCE FACNO=I. PCINTs4g.
ENTRANCE FACtIO09, POZNT85@.
ENTRANCE FACIAOs10, PCINT951.
ENTRANCE PACNO=11, POINT*I2.
ENTRANCE FACNQ-12, PO1ITeS3,

GATIE FAClcal POM260S X'tu33SS.3024. NSECIJRwl, AaENTSo.
GATE FAC:.0*2.3.4. POINT961, XYs3t2l,3029. NSECUR4I, AGENTUa2.2.2,
GATE FACN~mS,6, POZNTuG2. XY*3109.3072, NSECURUi. AGENI~u2.2.
GATE FAC::n?. PCZNTsG3. XYm3406.3055. NSE-CURaI. £GENTSs2.
GATE FACZa:.9 PZNTS64. XV.3270,3205. NSICURm2, AGENTS*2.2.
GAT! FAC*::'sI0.l1. POINTaS5, XYuS3II3223. tSECUR&. AGE4TUa3.2.
GATE FACNOvi2.13. POtNT*61. XY*3393,3254. NSECUR*2. AGEMrS*2.2.
GATE FAC?:,Ovi4.15, POINT*G?. X~m3435,3276. NSFCURUZ,. AGENTUa2.2.
GATE, FOC1n 16, POLNT*68. XYs3461.3286. NSECU**2. AGENTSa2.
GAT!L PA(:I~s 7. POINTE69. XYo3445.3297. NSICURu2. AGEmrSm2.
GATE FAC:10atU.19. POINTeMO XY*3467,3299, NSICUR*2. AGEtSn2.2.
GAT% F&C110*20. POZNToTI. XYu@319O,3339, PISECUR.3. AGENrsa..
GATE FACM2021.NM101, PCINT871. PSICURS3. AGENTS=2.
GATE PDC=*~22,NIWdjI. POINTS?2. XYu3004.3427, NSECUR*4o AGENTSa2,
GATE FACIZ.3o POINT*72. t4SICURe4. AGENrSn2.
GATE FAC.O24.2S.N!W~ml .P01W .73. XY*3004.3447. NSICURs4. AGEN15a2.2.
GATE FACUJOm2G.2?.N!kUZm.PQtNTsT4, X'Vu3807,3S36, "SECLJR*4. AGENTS-2.2.
GATE FACHO02S. PCINTs71. XYu3036.3345. NSIECUR*4. AGENTS*2.
GATE FACUOs29.tIZ1161 PONrelf. XYn2969.3546. 4SIECUR*A. AGENTSo2o
GATE PAC10830. POIN~T7. IXY*3042.3346, NIEUNA, AOENTSa2.
GATE FACf~m31 lrtol.I POINT.S. XYu29SU,35§7o NSECURu4. AGENso2,
GATE FACU#Oa32o33. POINTaS. XYs3423.3S11. NSSCUR*4. AGEmrS.2.2.
GATE Fl-C?3..4.3SN.mlWg.,OINT86O, XY*3061.3I17.o USICUR.4. AGE~rS&2.2.
GATE FAC:J~u3G.3?.3*o Pa:N?.It. XYu229g.3I45.NSEC'R4.rZlpt.AGENTS.2.2.
GATE PAC.400JV.40. PO!Nrw62o XYs3G94.3817. NSECUR*4. AGV~arSa2.2.
GATE FAC:iOw41 .42.NZZ~wf.POtNT*O3. XYaJIIS.3817. NSICUN*4, AGENrSa2.2.
GATE lfACWCa..3.44. POINTaS3. NSECUR6A. AGENTSn2.2.
GATE FACU~m4g,44, POINT.64. XYu2493.3313. 4ICUReS. AOEWrs2.2.
GATE FAQJOv,47.46. PO:.4T*Sg, XYuIII6.3363. NsliCUuSa. AGZNtSo2.2.
GATE FACUC*49. POINT0OG. XY*2838.3362. NSECU~AS. AGANT~U2,
GATE FACIO.5G0. POINTSG?. XYa22342.3420. NSECUR*5. AGZNTSa2.



GATE FAC~ut 1. 52. PO!NT.63. XY*2617.3451, NSICURN5, AGP4TSn2,2.
GATE FACNOsS3.54, 9OKNT8SS, XYw2777.3495. ?SICURSS. AGZNTSu2#2.
"71E FACNOwSS. POINTuSO. XY*276Q.33t11 NSICURuS. AGENTUa2.
GATE FACN.U*6.57,58# poNTUEI. XY*2712,3491, NSECURMS. AGENTSa2.2.2.
GATt FACNOOSI.6@.61, POtNT*92. XYm2SO8.32@2. NSECUR069 AagETSa2,2.2.
GATE FACNu62.I3.64, POINTu93, XYu2757,3219. NSECUR=G, AGENTSs222.2.
GATE FACNOm6U.66. POINT694. XYm2726,3257. NSIECURMS. AGENTS*2.2.
GATE FACN0G,66.63. POINT". XYo2633,3289, NSICUROG. AGlt4TSm2.2.2.
GATE PACN40m7O. POtNT*9G, XY=2UI@.3310, NSECUE.6. AGZNTSU2.

GAEPACt4l.tM~i.~ PGoNT&9G, PdSICURBG. AGENTSu2.
GATE FACM0*72, PoU4rtu9. NSECUN. AGENTSA2.
GATS PACN:3,374, PoINru9?. XY25a2.3320. NSECU~eS. AGENTSm2.2.
"ATE PAC?*.O7!.76, pofldTess, XYu256O.3231, NSECURNG- AGENTSm2.2.
GATE PAC*)0a77,78. PO??BT699. XYa2772.3065, NSICU~a79 AGENTUn2.2.
GATEL FACHOU79.80, Poflmrsioa, XY2679.3062. NSICUR67, AGV4TSs2.2.
"TIE PAC:MOs1i a2. POINT8101, XYs2541,3064, NSICUN.7. AGENTSi2.2.

GATE PACIO83.34. POtNTsIO2. XY*2596,3062. NSICUR=7, A12ENS22,.
GATI FACOa55, POltNT9tO3. XYu2S4'..3035. NSICUR=7. AGENTSP2.
GATE FAC:l.08.87.8S. POINTstO4. XYu220.3063. NSECUa.7, AOENTSo2.2.2.
GATE FACUOuGSt.9,91.92. POfleTatOS, XY=4S.3061. NSECURu7. AGENTS*2.2.2.2.
GATE FACI0.l. POZN1uIO. XY&3248.3483, NSICU~w3, AGENTSs2.
GATE PACUO-94.9S, POtTmlO?, X'Vu3215,3332. PSICURN3. AGENTSa2.2.
GATE FACNO96. POINT61O?. NSIECURm3. AGEMT!.2.
GATE FACNG=97, #0tNTs101. NSECURM3. AGENTS*2.
GATE FACNOuoMMUSL~tel POtNT*10O. 'XYu2690.3030. NSZC*URo7, ACIENTSU2.
GATE PAMJ~o,M~Ut, POtNTuIGg. XYu296G.3030, NSICUR*4. AGENT4152.
GATIE PAC'.Oo 100. POZNT891. MSECURMS. AG"MrSm2,
GATE FACNO&101, POt4TwlOT. NSECUR%3, AGEt4TSm2.
GATE FACflO-102. aZtNTwlaT, NSZCURw3, AGENTSa2..
GAE FACNO.1 103.104. Pat4Tall. kSECUReS. AGENTS42.2,
GATE PAC*40a10G.NIMMtml. POINT21G?. F4SECUR*3. ACANTS02.
a

E XPRESS CHIN

rJ4ECl(:N FACNOoS. POZNTa., AIRLNm2. A£GENTSet.
CHIMCXN FACNO&2, POINT*2. AIRLINuS. AGENT~eN.
CHEC(ZN FACNO.3, POZNTa3, AZRI.ZNs7. AGENTrs=.
Ct4icKZN FACNOSS, POZNTaG. AIRLXNeO, ACENTSu2.
CMECIN FACNOw7, POZNTs7. AIRLfl4UO. AGINTS.,
CHIECKIN ?ACP*ORO. PCINTeS. AIRLINs3. AcENTim?.
CHECXZN FACNO11. POINT*12. AINLINAI. AGENTSeIO. XY*3114.3=92
cmHaGkim rAcmcOa1. POINTaIO, AZRLZIW2.AGENTUa3

TRANSPIEN A000IS@.0ELIT1=30.

0ElP,TtlOs@@.hCmO. PAAu:@@.TPAZ.100.AZNLZNei@.TtMg.122@,GATtegS.ZMTu.1

;CPT PLTNMa44S.ACa74T,PA~wl? .'PAXw33.AZNLZNm10.T:ME134.2ATt4.NTut.
011P? FLTou60.A707PAAl2.TPAXa2.ANLN1O.TtMgs:4SG.GATKu25,ZNta1.

;CPT FLTNO.301.ACm727.PAXaIg3* ?PA~At 13.AIXLNsI2.tME.1S@0,aATEO.g.NTuI.

;CPT 71-T' S,..ACA 737. PAX I10@.TPAXd,&. AIMNU~uI4,TjUmtw320.GATFK* ''1, irs t
01P' PLT?4J3S,ACA?7,PA&s4. TPA~sG, AIRLZNaI4.TXME.1441.GATE.34.ZNTuI.

ORP? P~lTOSMACall. PkXo2G0.TPA~mT. AZRUM4. TMf~ls230.UATlus lNTst.
0OUT PL7N08933.ACST4T.PA~A3S3.TPAXa37.AZRLZNuO. rjmg%14lo.aArlm71,INTel.

OEW FV~gNgi2l.ACmO. PAXuI2. TPAXPG, AIRLZNsv.t2*1mjgsSot. GATtalMgIMTal.
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DEPT PLTNtO*924,ACm9. PAXOS4, ?PAX*@. AXRLINaI2.IMEstSO@. GATEw2l. :NTal,
DEPT FLT40vI31,ACs., PAX*43. TPAXoO, AZNLI4u14.1IMUlw445. aArpEa42, INTaI.
DEPT PLTN~u95tAC&727,PAX.1I6.TPAXu@. AIRLINuS2.TIml.450, GATIaJ6. INrol,
DEPT PLyNCsg61.ACs9. PAX87g. TPAXm@. AIRLXNw14.tUE.I4G. GATZOSS. Melo.

OEPT FLTN~s9?1.ACmS. PA~m56. vPAXsO. AIRLINO12.TIMt*144S. QAEu22. tNTa1.

DEPT FLTNa::6 .AC*S. PAAXGg: TPAA6@. A11LI14i2.TlME:14:G GATE.399lia
a
DEPT FLTNCu.93.ACm?7?PAXet@1 ,YPAX.4?.AtNLZNutI.T!MIwI5GOLiATtuSS.
DEPT PLTN~O497,ACaY2?.PAXuI2?.TPAXu?, AtINIl.TtME.,330.GATEU?6,

DEIPT FLTNMa2t$.ACog. PAX96. TPAX&T. AtNLtNuS. T!ME.1241,GATEv?5,
DEPT FLTP4Iou21 .AC*9. PAX094, YPA~o?O.At*LtNeg. TtMjmt34S,GATls7U,
DEPT PLTf~ou41G.ACwS. PA~oGS, TPAX*42.AZRLXNUIj. T!MEs14S§.QA1Em75,
DEPT FLTN~Ou709.ACm;Q. PA~A2l6.TPA~al3.AZNLING6. Tt.Mlmt300.GAT9&G7.
DEPT PLTMOs27. ACmWO. PA.(t6.TPAXw5. AtNLtNaf. T !ME a 340. OA riusg,
DEPT PLIt.4s7.7.ACv1O. PAXo2@I.TPAXa2. £ZRLXNAG. TlMEvl44S.OATjm72.
DEPT PLT??..3u731 ,ACa727.PA~aII3.TPAXUI6.AZRLINug. TthogaIsisGAreuG.
DEPT FLTNO.232.ACmT27.PAAet@@.?PAX.O. AIMLZNuS. TIMlmi23OGlAT~wS5.

DEPT PL1PI~uIO6.ACw727,PAXmUU. TPAXwQ, AtRLINU3, TME.121@,GATlw55.
DEPT FVMNma2. ACu?2?.PAA~t11 .TPAXsO. AtS~Ns34a. TtMtsI2lSDATEas2.
DEPT PLfl4C43. £Coa 7?.PAXeI4f.TPAXa@. AtILINuS. TlM.1230.aAr~s94.
DEPT PL?4qa1'36.ACmtO. PAXat3E.TPEAX*, AZRLZNm3, TIM~s133S,QAT~u5.
DEPT PLUIJOw2l. ACala. PAX0213.TPAXu@ * AZRLIN*3, Tt~dEuI34O.GATEUSO.
DEPT P'.7NOu72. ACa?27.PAXu8t, TPAXed. AtRLZNa3. TZME.1420.GATE.4a,

DEPT PLTNOwIS4.ACa300.PAXaZO.TPAXIl34.ARLNI. TtUEw1138.OATEUI.
DEPT FL1?4Gm309.ACmJO7.PA1w2g. TP..Xe. AtgLw~st. TtMEs114O.GATfs94,
DEPT PL-M.i6d, ACvI@7.PA~wI@I,TPAXw*. AtRLt~aW. I1ZMfwI200.GATEUS,
DEPT PLTH~s?6. ACa13?.PA~ol23.TPAXo24. AINLZNat. Ttd~sl200.GATIi.
DEPT FI.Tfl~u23sIACm9. PAXaWIS.TPAXo24. ArRINutN=. TIMEs1225,GAT~vI.
DEPT LT .,Au3Pa14TA? AIRLINa1. rXM~s12OT.GATts14,
DEPT FLTll.4r' O.ACxtQ7,PAgwG4. TPA~eI@. £ZRL.:Nel . TtMfm12 O.GATEvI3.
DEPT PLTl? 894,JACs'3. OfXaG7. TP&Xeal, AIRt.114al. TXMEW.21D.GAT~sO.
DEPT PL??IlC31'.ACaW37,PAXa126.TPAXu35. AZELINaI. TIM~s1212,GATE.
CEPT PL W.Z1.3(,3.ACs3'!I,PAXuaT7 .Xa$~u7. AtRLINul. * TWEul2SO.GATfs4,
DEPT PLTrJO-31. ACsaOI,PXaW@4.TPAXs4l. AZRLZNut. TIMEt24@,GATE*94.
OF'? PLr?I1am:1 .ACmSO7.PAXw83. ?PA~mS4. AZRLLNut * lrtMt-wl22.GAUala.
DEPT PLTN'3&42, .C~A;37,PA~s'31.TPAXa24. AMILNal. rMtml245,GAEwIg,
DEPT, PLTNC3,1812,AC.26U.P4XAIS4.?PAXU31, AZRLU41, TZUIAI249,GAa4.,
DEPT PLT'NOatI3. ACaIQ7.PAX&IOt.rPAX&21. AMNLNal. TlM~sI300.GATfmlO.
DIPT PLTN~w72G.Am9. PAX&ES. TPAXgV. AMILNOI. TlUE%1313.GATE312.
0EPT FVI?0a1?!.ACmt@?.PAA2. TPAX64@. AIRLZNal. TtMlm1320.GAT~wti.
DEPT PL1N~ml74.ACw9. PAlalO. TPAXSI 1. AZRLINuI. TIN1*I32S.13ATE8I3.
DEPT PL.?4O37.C26.PA~s266.rPA~aI36.AZRilNst. TVM9*132S.GATEW2.
DEPT PLTNO.953.ACUGU,PAABZII ,1PAXevDS.AZRLZNa. rMuv341.GAT~sf.
DEPT PLTNO4V3.ACaIO7,PAXv91 * PA~5S9. AIRLNst. ?ZU1Alw4IU.GATEsl9.
DEPT PLTNOmG, ACoI37,PAX&123.TPAX*S. AZRINa. ?ZM4Ee13SO.GATlutI.
DEPT PLTNOatII.ACaZ6S.PAi~aS26.TPAXa!4.ARUflna1 7IMjw135S.GAEUI.
DEPT PL1NC*89U.ACog. PAX04I. TPAXwlI, £ZRLZlNol. T!MI344.OAge.,
DEPT P~lId92.ACm13?,PA~m64. TOAX*3,c. AtRLZNa. TlM~vl3SO.GA1Uu4.
DEPT PL1'ND.2*. A..a268.pAxsi32.rPA~m'jt. ANRLZNaI. TIMaw1400.GArleUI.
DEPT PLTNC&32§.ACog. PAXs92. rPAX.1 9. AtRLLNuI * TtfM4aI447.GA.taI2.
DEPT FLN~a22. ACWiOT.pA~mSU, rPA~mIO. AZRLINal. * T!m1SI00.GArgu14.

DE[PT FLTNCat@2.ACa727,PAX.123.rPA~avO.AtILZNu2, TlMEf20l.QAItw" .
DEPT FtTN~aES.ACs9. PAX*EG. TPAXw@. AtRLIXN02. TIME1225.GA1Eas3.
DEPT PI.TNC*742.ACa*. PAE.*7, ?PAXwG. At;rLZNa2. T??NE.1241GA1EluOS,
DEPT P1FUlaOMZACag. PAX* 144. ?PAIUIA.AZRLIN2. rjMu300.QATs4.
DIPT FLT4o3Ig.AC727,P~o2O.PAnl2.AALN2, rtmgv1300.OATts4U.
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DCP? FLrNO.S52.AC&727,PAXa12STPAXu6, AIRL!Nu2, T1M~u1310.GAT~w~t.
DEPT FLi?40354.ACu?27,PAXsi34.?PAX*., AIRLII~u2. TZMI.1315.GAT~s82,
DEPT Pl.NO.122.ACmI1, PA~s2G4.rPAXm72.AIRLXNU2. TZMI131S.GATgu92,
OEPT FLNCu116.ACn727,PAXiI20,TPA~aO, AIRLZms2. TIMF~ut33S.GATfmO,
DEPT PLT.N0*13S.ACaII, PAXs211.?'AXmS5,ALRLZM=2, T!ME1340,GATI*91,
DEPT PL1N.*t3O.ACmII, PA~xI?, TPAXs@, AlRLZNu2. TIUE~t420,GATEmUO,
09P? FLTN~wS3U,ACm9. PAX*94. ?PAXuO. AILNm2, TKU1.t44.GATEUGS.

DEPT PLTNOIG?.ACmI@. PA~w103.TPAX*22,AIRLINm4. Tflm1a325.GAIU?2.

;CP? PLT1N0*72, ACa?27,PAXv7G. TPAXmO, AZRLINs4. TZMI.sZSOGATEU9.
DEPT FLT'99,ACx4, PAXsllG,T7AXsO, AIRLZM.4. TIM6%1345,GAT!923.
DEPT PLTN0OaI 2.ACa7T7PA~sG2. TPAXa@ * AIRLZN*4, TtM~sl405.QATIsgS,
DEPT FLTN~m3e2.AC*727,PAX*SU. rPAXw@, AIRLINs4. TZMful430,GATEUOT.
DEPT PLTN~m2Z8.ACm727.PA~v73, TPAXsO, AZRLX~m4. TIM6*1SIS,GATgaig.

DEPT PLTNGu9I2.ACm9. PAX*54, rPAXmO. PtRLIt4UISrtIMduISO2. GArE*20.
DEPT FLUIJ~u92l.ACA9. PAXm62. TPAXwO, AtALZNwIS.rtM~ufl4O, GATEm20.
DEPT PLTP40*922.ACa9. PA~wu3, rPAXmG, AZRLtN*15.tMEaI205, GATZ=102.
OEPT FLTtkIuO23,AC=., PAX*63, TPAZ@O, AZRLZKwtS.TtlA~s142S, GATZ*102,

AR FLTNIJOOQ.ACaII * PAX671. rPAXU29,AtRLt4ui3.TTME51322.UAGat?,GATE.29. tNTa1,
ARRY PLTNu442.ACa74?.PAXe4OS.TPAXaI AtRL?4a1@.TtIMISW22.SAGal.GATEsdl ,INTaI,
ARA PLtNO.436,AC=T77PA~u146.TPAX.34.AtRLtNtO.TM.t201 .BAGB6GA"TEa26.kTa ,
ARY PLTNOu5GUACa7O7.PAsI4?,TPAX042.AZRLINa1OjIlMgulI52.UAGa.GATEu2S.ZNTt.
ARY FLT?40=S04.ACmT?. PAXm14G.TPAXw26,AZILIt4sIO.TtZm It435SAGa.GATU2. WTSI,

AIRY PFTNO 4IQtAC?2?,PAXuI5I,TPAX*J!2,AtRLtNs12.?TMfa 43$SAG17GATRU9.tNTai,
ARIV FLTr40aO?9,ACm9. PAAvO3. TPAXml2, AIRLZNaI3.TIMtuI4OIGATE.41.UAGIT?.INTot.

AR FLTIC'354.ACaT3?,PAXaIIS..TPAXaO. AIRL!M514,r1Mgu124,ATI37.AGa?.14?.

AR!W FLTf!Z,.5O,AC%7I?.PAAsAG. ?PAX&O. AlULltNal4,?1Mti34S.GATZa34.SAGal?.tNTut.-

ARY PLTPI~s9lO,ACaII. PAXvITI .TPAX.,I. AftRLNu9*T!M~vl1t4,GAT~u?1, SAGeS,
ARRY FLT?4Ca3O,ACv74?.PAXw36S.TPAA.GO. AzIf&..TM6*,241 .GArTsaj B AGall.
ARRV PLTVG*912,AZal1, PAX*267.?PAX&IO, AIRLZ?4a1.?tMful442.QAT9*71, SAGaG,

ARY PLTNv900..'Twl ,PAXwfl2 TPA~wO. AZRLlNo4.TM~wl32.AGut?.Art*42. ACa9,
ARlV FLT?10a066.IMTu .PAXaI2STPAXuO. AZRLZNsI2.T1ME01425.5AGal7.GAr~a3l * ACwT27,
ARY FLTht.Ga3O4KT=t.PAXs 6G,TPAXuO. AIRL~ta12.T?siu43S.5AGa17,GATEa02', ACa727.
ARR FLTN~z3O2.INT*t.PAXs12G.TPAXu@. AZRLZNaI2.rtvdEat3I@.aAG&1?,GArEs3G. A,:=727,
AIIYV PLT?10a620,ZMTaI .PAXaO1 l.TPAX.@. AIRLZNaI4,T:MEUII 1I.UAGaI?.GArI.36, AC*727.
ARIUV FL?4ia624.tNT=1,PAXaIOI.rPAXaO. AZRLINaI4.TtMlat300.UAGat7.GA1EaJI. ACM72?,
ARRY FtT4m31O,tKTsl.PAX*T7. ,PA~fG. AIRLtZNuI2.TtIMEUli2I.SAGai7.0AT1522. ACmg.
AMR PL' axI2.4Tat .PAAa2Q0.TPAXsO. AlRLl~s12.TIMEnt240.IA~al?.GAr~o25, ACaI.
ARR PLT?Vus$22.ZMTut.PAXal36,?PAXmO. AZNRLZNSI2.TtM~uWIAO,SAGSI?.GATES3I. ACag.
ARY FLTN.On23.4Ts1,PAXOO,?AX=O, AIRLZ~st. TtMlml20S.BAGml7,GATls?. ACaq.
ARY Lha .L?1PEVOPi AIL?4a44.TIMEOIl2iD.SAGUI?.OAr1931.ACaI.
AIR FLrTW7a4OO.lNTat .P.A*at@@TPAXu@. ALZnSi2,rtMEU23ISAGSI?.GAr1524,ACS9.
ARY FITO CQ,tNTaI,PSZUI@6.rPAXU@. A:jL1Na12.rTMI.134@.UAGat?.GATIu26. ACa?27.
AR Fl.TrI0aiQl 4'4?ui .PAxsisg.1PAXaO. AIRLANUI2,?IMge.390,5AGaI?.GAtiUog. AC&727.

ARY PLTPIOm.:1S.ACo9. PA~a78. rPAXei$.AtRLI~aI. rMas22S.SAGm2.OArfw?5.
ASIRY IlL?"Oa21,ACm9. AAA*6. ?PA~wS. AZILZMUS. ?VifwI321.IA~a2.GAIgat!.
AWNY FLi-'a2tl.ACm9. PAXoaq. tAlAX* AZlft',a4, TIMI.*1424.sAam2.,2Arts73.

ARY PLT~a.2f. AWaO. PAA*23G.TPAsi.I2.AlNIMUES T~xG*?202.&AGm4,GArr8.7,
AflRY VL'1i0,s7O.ACsl@. PAXu23S.TPAXmf. AIALZN8*. rl'1Ajsl30.5A~m4.CATj%69.
ARY PL~fO7l.ACa727.PAXaIS$.TPAXa21 .AIXLZMuG. 7tM1*1313.SAaA4.OArjass.
AIRY PLMThw2G.ACsIO. PA~m221 * PA~s2S,*ZULI4a4. Tji'l 344.&hAm4.CATte72.
AIRY PLlI~m73O.ACm72T.PAXs 123. TP"24.AIIL&M*4. ?lMlst3I.AG4.Ata47.



AIR PLT4O.722.AC.72?,PAA.13*.TPAX.g. AIRLINeI. TIMjmt44.AG44,GATjsG9.
ARY FLTNO.211,ACA727.PAXo3*. TPASwS. .A1RLINm6. TlfMjml420,aA~m4.GATIe66.
AIRY PLTNOm2l2.AC*727,PAA.O?. TPAlu@. AIRLIN&G. rIMl*120T,5A44GA16061.

AIRY PLrNO.133,ACuTZ?.PAX.121,TPAX*., AZRLXNn3. tjM~u~stdI.UAO.Ar1314,
ARlY PLTNO&OI. ACsI@. PAX*25I.1PAXBO, AIRLU~w3. 7114Eul227.IAGmT.GAramsU,
AIRY PLT140u66.ACw72I,PAxmiZqr. PAA..a. AZRLZN03. TlUtv1216.5AGoT.ZATI.53.
ARY FLrN~v5U, ACmIO, PAXm2GGTPAXwG. AIRLINm3. T~m9*12S7,BAGm?.AtEvSO.
ARY PLTNOsI 15.ACs727.PAXulO?.?PA~uo. AIRL?1483. TIMIwt342,IAGm7.GA1IiI2.
ARY FLTNO.9g, ACmIO. PAX*263. TPAXaG. AZRLIN63. TjM~mjI@3.8A4*T.CATIwS4,

ARY PLTNOu3QS.ACs2IS.PAXuIS4.TPAXu7I, AIRLINsi. TtMIli132.5A~ai3,QAUs6,
ARY PLNCa9. ACs137,PA~utl.TPA~a1iS AILINaI. TIMItl4U.UAGmfU.GATfuIO.
AIR'E FLT:0*7. ACm2S8. PAX s258. PAXw36. AILINUI UIUIIBAa4'I1u7
ARMY ft.TU0a~t. ACm1O7,PAX=II9.1PAXm4. AILINaI. T?~ml.210.SA~mlSA~TI.4.
ARY PLTlCuA'.AC=IO?,PA~o7U, TPA~m22, AZRLZI4UW TZMgsfIS,IAGmIO.GATE.12.
ARY FLTN~a4I * AC.268.PAZ.258.TPAAI@*3.AtIdnu. Tllflu1222.8A~mA,~GATl~w2.
ARY PLTNOUS21.ACatO?.PAX*92. TPAXs2l. AILINaI. TIM1221.aAr~mtp.GATESf@.
ARY PLTN~aI75.ACm107.PAXw9S. rPA~m40. AZRLZNst, ?Z1,II.22SIAGsIA,GATImll.
ARY PLtN~w691.ACa9. PA~u8@. YIAX*20. AILZNUI. ?!PdI.1Z31.SAG~t*,GATl%.
ARRY FLTN~a953.ACs268.PAXa173.1PAXu6@. AIRLIMUI * TZMUtw23@,8A~mi3.GA1E.1.
ARW FL?1*2B3.ACs9. PAX*81* TPAX*26. AIRLIMuI. T??de.:241.mAGml4.OATIwu,.
ARY PLT?:OuGC9,ACag. A*a61, TPAXOSO. AILINNI. TlM~m12U5U8A~m46,GATluI3,
ARRY P1.N~w993.ACmIG7,PAX-WU. TPAAA24 . AIRLZ!4a1 TTMUsl302,8AGmf9.GATluf4.
ARY FPL1Nql?3.ACaI37.PAXnWIG*1MAXa3T. AIRLZIaI * T1M~s1244.IA~st3.GD.T~nhi,
ARMY FPinami.I1 AC&137,PA~uljI.TPAXmS, AMRINOI. TIM~sI3O2.5jAGmt5,GAT~u4.
ARY PLTt4Ca~61.ACa2OU.PAXa217.TPA~sG4. AIRLZNst. ?ZMfv1246.8AGal4,GSA7IaS.
ARY PLTN~u731.ACu9. PAX*7S. rPAXmS. AIRLINal. ?ZM~mIS41.5A~aIG.GATfmt2.
ARRV FLT.%Onig. ACw268.PAXju28S.?PA~m2G. AILINel. 1ZAME.34S.IAGm14,GAr102.
ARRV FLTU42m37. .ACmI0T,PAX*107,TPAXsl#, AMR~4IN. ?!iifw14I2.9A~oa3,GAT~s..
ARlY FL1T1Oml7, A ^n26f3.PAX*2G8.TPAXmIS, AIRLINOI, TjMj~ul446.SAGajd.GATEu4.
ARAV PIM"?JoS. ACAIOT.PA~uIO7.TPA~aU, AIRLZNwI. T!M~m1913.SAGmIS.GArEsi,
ARy PLtffQ%.3,AC*9. PAX*89, rPAXmG. AIRLINst, TtMamt4G%,UAGIjG.QATI.94.
ARy FLTNfxu.18,AC*IT'~,PA~m94. TPAXv27. AIRLINaI. TIMtesa5JUA~m13,AtRsl6g,
A.iay IPLTMOs307.ACm2SU.PA~mS9. TPA~x$. AILINI * TIl~iS04.BA~at4.GATIeG,
AARV FI.T.'10j'. ACv1O7.PAXm*O?.1MAI.4. AZRLINal. r1mE.1gG3.BA.~a15*GAEuS,
AllY FVLTN~m2G:,ACm9. PAa92. ?PAXA23. AILINat. TlMEmISt2.IA~mtU.GATUuf@.

ARMY FLr-!IOsVOt..tCm9. PAXu49. rPA.~.O, A.RLtNa2. ?Ur1fi1130. GArtsmI. AG I .
ARRY FLTHU&V63,ACsS. PA~ua1S,TPAXmO, AZILZIN&2. TlMU~sfl42,GAT~aC4,IAGUI.
AMY FLT!.Os723,ACs9. PA~m3Q. iRAXPO. AIRLZNw2. 7ZUEsllGG.GAIaOU.BAG&t,
ARMYI FLi:J~3t ,ACmII. PAXo2SS.TPAX*O, AZZLZNmZ. TIMIIVS.GATE0g2.91A5-t,
ARAV PLTNUUd41I ACa*?.PAXaI34.1PAXaQ * AlRLtt~a2. TtM~vl224.GAT~a69.SA~a1.
ARY PL1NIOaIOI,ACa727,RAX.136.TPAXe@, AIRLZN.2, TlM~su245,GAtf*S1.IA~sI.
ARAV rl Ttt-2Q.kCa127,PAX.'@7.TWAXmO. AIRLZN02. TIM~E*228.GAT2*8.3A~al *
AIRY PLTh4Cs4CS,.ACa?27,PAAotj?.TPAX*O. AIRLINa2. 4!1,A-1227, GA ?E165.SAGm I
ARRy PLT.J~~st 5.AamII. PAAwu)54.TPA~mO, AIRLIN92, Tth~olA50.OAT~wII.IAGaf.
ARRV FLTM~aA3$,4C*727.PAXs95. TPAXO, AIRLIr4U2. Tt!Il.1322I.GA1!ulO.3A4*f
ARMY FPL?1:Ovl29.A:.I1 * PAA*9g. ?MAX*O. ArRLl.'J2. TlMEsI2S2.GAKaCS.UA~sml.
ARY PLN087M2ACA9, PAX&32. ?RAXvO. AZRLZXNa2. TtMf*140S.GAImCG.BAGm.
ARMYV PLTNO.14S.ACmfI. PA~a264,TPAXsQ., AZRLINm2. TIM(.14lT7.AT2*91.AG&I,
ARaV FLTi4Csl3Q.ACaSI. NAAo,12jBPAX*O. AZRLI.4&2. TIMEa36.GA~fG.Ar3&I,
ARYt FLrI4OuAG3.ACm 127 ,IAX*96. TPAXm@. AIRLIN02. TlMlsl4569 OAT!.G3.UAGml.

AR PLTMiC*954.ACmtO, PA~a2QO.TPAAgoQ. AIRLINOI. ?MeI*207.GAE.?2, SAGeS.

AMY PLTNOu?9. ACm72?.PA~mI29.rPAXxG, AZRLZN.4. rlMIE-m200.GA'r9'99. SAGat.
ARY PLTI4u47. ACs727.P'kAo13C.TPA~sO. AZRLZ~a4. ?1M11320,GAtEugU. SAGM9.
ARMY FLN.Cm361.ACm727.PAXs7t, TPAX*O. AZRLXNo4. ?rMjjwl339.GA1EsqT. SAG49.
ARY 'ONOSMACmil. PAXmt42.TPAXmG. AZRLIZN*4. TZM9*I32U.GAt.[3@. SAGaIF,.
ARqY ?L7NOm2b?,ACw727.PAXm4?. TPAXwG, AZRILI44. TlMl~vl43O.GATU%9S. GA~aS.
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AIR PLTNC*gou.ACoa. PA~ol4ITPAXo@. AIRLN.4. TIMU1w43@,OATIs3I, "AGall,
a
AMl PLT1I~.80t. PAXsU3, TPAXmO. £ZRLXIUtlMIl@1.UAGs9, GATE.1@2.ACmI,
AIRYt PLN~a8O2. PAXw63, TPAX=O. AZRLZNSIS.TIMEIIIOUAGs9. QAT9*20. ACm9.
ARY PLTN0a003. PAXaS3. TPAXO@. AIRLZNnIU.TZMEu1339.UAGs. GATtaeO. ACaI.
ARRV FVTI4a804, PAX*83. TPAXmQ. AZRLIN.1U.TIMEs134S.UAGm9. GAT~wI@1.ACmO.

* DAG SCHEDULE

OEPI PLTN~a124.AC&3. PA~uS@, TPAX4@. AIILINmIU.TIfAE.1200,GATE*47,
DEPT PLN0m2G8,ACm727.PAas$S. ?PAX.21AIR.ZN07. TIfmE.1220.GATE.60.
DIP? PLTN.101 ACa4, PAXa7f, TPAX.76.AIRLIN.15.TIMEUI315.G&ATEUiOI.
0OPM PLTN~sZI2.ACm3. PAXmSO, T PAX*O, AIRIJNuIS.TMEm12S0.GAE.68.
DEPT PLTc1O.4l1.ACaI. PAZUIO@.?PAXUO * AtRLI~ul2.T11A131320,GAI~u28,
DEPT PLTMC=S34.ACx727.PAXs62. YPA~u21 .AZRLINB7. T1MEu1330.GA1EaG1.
DEPT FLTh0w97c1.ACm727.PAXa4 1PAXm36,AIRLjNw7. TIfJ~at34@.GATE.62.
OEPT FLTU~m222.ACm2. PAAmSG, TPAXw. AIRLZF4UIS.T!MAEut34U.GATIU68.
OEPT PLTN~u22. ACag. PAZ.?!. YPAX*G, AIRLINuE. Ttilg*1400.GATE-73,
DEPT FLTNO.6S4.ACaT27.PAX*9?. TPAXw32.AIRLI4uT. TIMI40SGATEnGi,
OEPT PLTNo.4Qt,ACa9. PAZ.?!, TPAXm4, AIRL1Nm9. TIMEwi415.QATE.31.
DEPT FLTN~ulO3,ACa2. PAXaI@@.TPAX.3@.AIILINUII.TZMte.430,.GATEU45.

ARY FLTN~uIZ4,ACm3. PAX*50. ?PAXw. AtPLINw1S.TI1AE.11S3.GAT~v60,
AR3V PLTNCmi21.ACx3. PAX&S0. ?PAI.O. AIRLZN.Wvl.TIMI22S,GAT~s60,
ARY PL-iNM~uS9,ACa?2?.PAXuIIS.TPAX3.AIRLN'7. T!M~u122T.GAT~wG.
AIRY FLrOaIO2,ACs72T.PAXuIO@,TPAXa3G,AZRLZNui5.TtMgul230.GATE4S
AIRYt FLTN~w-?7,.ACm727,PAXsU@. ?PAX=27,AXNLINs?. T!MAE*1240,GATEmSl.
ARY FLT.%I0mS62.ACm727,PAXud5. TPAZ.28.AIfiIKm7. TIM1Eui240.aATEv11.
ARY PLThCmS0SACm10. PAXs233,1PAXmTSARLIt~a7. TZMEsi240,GATE*63,
ARY PLTN~o49GAC&727.PAXmI@I .TPAAU3E,AIRLINUII.TI1MEw1355.GATEUSU.

* ADDITIONAL OAG FLZIHTS (LISTED)

OUDET FLTN~lvtQ.ACa48, PAX*23. TPAXaO ,AZRLII414.TrME-13oGArtE.
DEPT !fV4s243.4:.l' * PAXm2U, TPAY*O, AIRLZ1'.!4.T?ME.I330.GATE.63,
CUPT PLT:!Q=101,A:A727*PA~md4. TPAX&Q, AIRLINsl2.T!Mi*14SSGAT~ud6.
DEPT FLT;43J~Q,A~a27.PAXI11STPAXa0, AI3LXNwl2.T'*.AEui420,GATE.23.
DEPT PLT~.v:!i.ACm11 I * 54 TPAXm0. AIRL!N.12.TtAEu144S.aATEU24.
DEPT FLTtNC&7I. ACm4, MAaSO. TPA~a6O.AIRLINOIS.TIMEs1430.GaATEU94.
OEPT PL.Cm90l,ACs!1, PAAUG3. ?PAXa@. AIRLINm14.'1MImu144S,3ATK*36,

ARY PLT11O.1?IACm727,PA~mS0. TPA~m@, AZRi4Na1I.TZME*1IS3,GATEUG0,

??1ESER1ES GPSTlO.23,22.Ig,44,46.4g.5O.52.SU.68.7o.73.74.76,Tg.
TUESERIES GPCU!.23,22.18G.18S.19 .192.tgS.8,11.3U.36,37.36.394.4,34,42q
TtMEIERES GPNALP.33,23,24.2@,111.115,116.11?.

;HANO! T1*E,1Ml2SSE2',RSw'TtCX' ..

CHANGE T!*.Zmt220.SE.RVR~oaTICXIV.10.7,
CHANGE ZuO.lYSTCV,.,CC',,
CHAIU TUtim132,.SERVX3SuTIC(' .3.,.4,
CHANGE TIUE. 133S,SaAVRS.'TICX* .7.3,
CNANGE TZUU.1400.SaRVIS.$TtCX 9.,3.3,1.-4.3.
CHANGE T:MEtl:415.SEZARSR.T:CM.3.5.'SCU'.4.1,



5.3 GPSS DATA SUMMARY

5.3.1 Auxiliary Program

This program uses the following GPSS distribution functions:

o Arrival time distribution functions

o Out-of-System transfer passenger distribution functions.

o Enplaning-passengers-per-party function.

o Well-wishers-per-party function.

These distributions are produced from the field data collected

for an airport.

5.3.2 MAIN Program

The distribution functions are produced for this program in

the same manner as that of the auxiliary program.. The following

functions appear in the MAIN prograiii.

5.3.2.1 Landside Routing Functions

o Deplaning pax process functions (DOM/COM/INT)

o Deplaning lobby bound process function

o Enplaning pax process function.

o Transfer pax process function (DOM/COM/INT).

o Transfer out of systems function.

o Well-wishers process functions (well-wishers left at

security/gate).

o Greeters function (greeters going to gate/lobby/bag-claim/

curb).

o Deplaning, enplaning and,deplaning curbside passengers

using ground transportation.

o Enplaning pax functions for DOM/COM/INT flights.
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5. 3. .Service Time Functions -

o Baggage time to bag claim area

o Express check-in

o Gates

o Ticketing and Check-in

o Customs

o Parking

o Car rental

o Security

o Curbside check-in

o Immigration

5.3.2.3 Dwell Time Functions -

o Vehicle unload time (enplaning curb).

o Empty car-parking function after unload at curb.

5.3.2.4 Other Functions -

o Greeters/party (parties with greeters only).

o Arrival distribution (cars meeting pax).

o Arrival distribution for greeters.

o Number of bags (DOM/COM/INT).

o Car rental agency selection.

o Parking lot number assignment from airline numbers.

5.4 GPSS DATA EXAMPLES

5.4.1 REALLOCATE Statements

These statements specify t'.e maximum number of GPSS entities

which are used in the program. These cards are used in both the

auxiliary and the main programs. A sample example is shown below:
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REALLOCATE HMS,4,BLO,65,XAC,3500,COM,190000,

The above example indicates that the program can have a

maximum of four half-word matrices (HMS), sixty-five blocks (BLO),

thirty-five hundred transactions (XAC) and one hundred and ninety
thousand common (COM) core allocations. Similar REALLOCATE state-

ments are provided for additional GPSS entities.

5.4.2 RMULT Statement

This statement provides initial values for the multipliers

used in GPSS-V random number generators. ALSIM utilizes random

number generators 3 through 7 during program execution, thus RMULT

will provide a different realization of simulated landside processes

each time one or more of the C through F arguments are changed.

Argument values recommended by IBM for use in this statement are

31, 37, 743 and 6352. When RMULT is not used, all initial multi-

plier values default to 37. Omission of a number in any argument
will also provide the default value in the respective generator's

initial multiplier. In the following example, random number gener-
ators 1 and 2 are left at the default value. Generators 3 through

7 are assigned other initial multiplier values:

RMULT,,743,31,31,6352,743

5.4.3 SYN and EQU Statements

SYN statements are used to specify absolute values of GPSS

symbols. These symbols are later used in the mnemonic LINK func-

tion for addressing by the FORTM subprogram. EQU statements assign

absolute values to GPSS entities. The starting number to be assigned

to a type of landside processor is specified, followed by the total

number of processors within that type. Appropriate entity symbols

Q, S, L, and C designate that the processors will be represented by
queues, storages, logic switches and chains respectively. These

statements are used in both the AUXILIARY and MAIN programs.

In the main program, the deplaning curb storages, double
parking storage and curb queues must all have the same number of
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entities. The enplaning curb entities must follow the deplaning

curb entities. A sample example is shown as follows:

DPCBS SYN 44 Deplaning curb storage

DPCBS EQU 44(6),S Deplaning curb storage

EPCBS SYN so Enplaning curb storage

EPCBS EQU 50(6),S Enplaning curb storage

The entity numbers specified within parentheses of EQU cards

must be identical to the corresponding FACNO's of DEPLCURB and

ENPLCURB cards of FORTRAN input data.

Half word and floating point matrices require SYN cards

only to specify numbers of columns. The facilities: baggage-

claim, express check-in, customs, immigration, parking, rent-a-
car, and ticketing and check-in utilize both SYN and EQU cards.
The following example illustrates the use of SYN and EQU cards for

five rent-a-car and seven security facilities.

RCRQS SYN 27 Rent-a-car Que-Sto.

RCRQS EQU 27(5),Q,S Rent-a-car Que-Sto.

SECQS SYN 33 Security Que-Sto.

SECQS EQU 33(7),Q,S Security Que-Sto.

The variables in the first column, RCRQS and SECQS are used

in the mnemonic link function. These variables are transferred to

the FORTRAN section of the model from the GPSS-AUX or MAIN pro-

grams,

5.4.4 Routing Functions

The routing functions specify an order of program location

to represent transaction routings. These functions are specified

for domestic, commuter and international flights and apply to
deplaning and enplaning passengers, well-wishers, greeters and

visitors. A sample routing function is shown as follows:

DDP1F FUNCTION PR2,L6 Deplaning domestic pax function,
CNCRO/,RCARO/,BAGCO/,EXITO/,CGTRO/,DEP99
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This routing function indicates that the deplaning passenger

will go to concourse, rent-a-car, baggage claim area, exit door,

ground transportation and,then leave the terminal.

5.4.5 Distribution Functions

Several distribution functions are used by both the auxiliary

and main GPSS programs. These distribution functions are in-

serted in the main body of the programs. The following type of

functions are used:

5.4.5.1 Service Time Functions - These functions are used to

specify the service times at the landside facilities of an air-

port. A sample example is shown as follows:

GAT3F FUNCTION RN7.C4 Gate Process Time

0.,10/.06,17/.88,47/1.0,115

The above function uses random number generator seven (7)

and is a continuous function with four break points. The

coordinates of these points are given in the next line and are

extracted from the cumulative distribution plots drawn by using

the field data.

The service time distribution functions for all other facil-

ities are specified in a similar manner.

5.4.5.2 Other Distribution Functions - All other distribution

functions: dwell times, greeters/party, pax/party, well-wishers/

party, etc. are specified in the same way as those of service time

functions.
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6. MODEL OUTPUTS

ALSIM produces output data describing flow and congestion at

simulated landside processing facilities. Flow and queue length

data are presented as cumulative statistics and as time series.

Queue time data is also produced as a set of summary statistics.

Occupancy counts at landside points are produced as a time series.

The output summary data providing cumulative statistics is

produced under GPSS and FORTRAN formats. GPSS formatted data is

presented for storages representing service capabilities of facilit-

ies and for queues associated with these processors. The storage

data represented consists of the entry count representing the demand

placed upon the facility and data describing service characteris-

tics of the processor.

An example of this storage data is exhibited in Figure 6.

The storage number or name is defined by the input SYN and EQU

statements. In this example, CHKQS and storages numbered two through

twelve are identified with express check-in facilities. Subsequent

symbols and storage numbers are associated with other simulated

landside facilities.

The capacity data is obtained from FORTRAN input and repre-

sents the number of servers present at the end of the simulation

period. When CHANGE cards are used during a model run, these

numbers will differ from the input number appearing on the facil-

ity cards if a change is entered before program termination. Utili-

zation statistics are also affected by CHANGE inputs and are

discussed below.

The input size or capacity of enplaning and deplaning curb-

sides and their associated double parking spaces and queue areas

are divided by the input scale factor, N, because each vehicle

transaction represents N vehicles. The capacities of these facil-

ities exhibited in the GPSS data output statistics are represented

by this reduced number.
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The average contents of the storage indicate the average
number of GPSS transactions in simulated service during the model

run. This is an indication of the degree of activity at the

facility during these periods.

The number of entries exhibited is the number of GPSS trans-
actions entering the storage. For landside facilities within the

terminal building, this value represents the number of passenger
groups utilizing the facility, divided by the scale factor. For

landside facilities processing vehicles, such as the curbside or

parking exit, this entry count represents the number of vehicles

entering the facility, divided by the scale factor.

With the exception of security, the average time per unit
represents the average service time per passenger group for pro-

cessing facilities or average dwell time at a curbside. The value
is an estimate of the mean value of the input service or dwell

time distribution. The calculation of this statistic is based
upon samples of the distribution drawn by random numbers generated
during a simulation run. At security, this service time is the

average service time per person.

Average utilization during the total time is the quotient
produced by dividing the average contents by the capacity. When
a processor is modeled without the use of a CHANGE card to update
the number of servers, this utilization statistic is applicable

for a determination of the loading of the facility. CHANGE card
data applied to a facility produce an erroneous statistic because

the capacity value at run termination is used in the calculation

of utilization and may not be representative of the average

capacity.

These landside facilities are modeled as available for service

throughout the simulation period. For most facilities, this is an
accurate representation of terminal onerations during a busy

period. However, this representation is also applied to gate
counters and is not necessarily representative of normal gate

activity. If queueing and service processes for gate counter

6-5
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operation require investigation, CHANGE card data must be entered,

or a program modification to permit gate availability only near

departure times must be performed.

The current and maximum contents of the storage are produced

at the end of the simulation period. These are presented as

numbers of transactions for each quantity.

Queue information is also produced under GPSS format. An

example of this queue output data is shown in Figure 7. The data

format is similar to that produced for GPSS storages, except that

the entry counts are enumerated by person, divided by the scale

factor. Thus, for example, the total queue entries of the check-

in facility CHKQS are nearly twice those of the corresponding

queue entries. The passenger groups using this facility have an

average size of approximately two persons. ALSIM assumes that

passengers and visitors join the queue for this and other landside

services. The transaction parameter, PBS, the number of persons,

including passengers and visitors, in the group, is used to incre-

ment queue entry counts except at the parking facility exit. The

average time per transaction should be interpreted as the average

time per person spent in the queue.

Queueing of vehicles at curbsides is represented by use of stor-

age instead of queues. This feature is intended to limit the maximum

queue size to the value specified by the CURBQ parameter of the

ENPLCURB and DEPLCURB input cards. The storages designated by

EQU statements in this particular example are numbered between 68

and 79. The number of vehicles queueing at the curbside sections

is given by the entry counts multiplied by the scale factor. The

average time spent queueing is provided by the AVERAGE TIME/UNIT

column. The input capacity, CURBQ, has been divided by the scale

factor to obtain the capacity shown in Figure 6.

Data representing waiting time at bag claim is produced as

USER CH.IN output. The numbers and name reserved for these

entities are defined by SYN and EQU statements of the MAIN program.

USER CIIIN output also provides data for lengths of time spent
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waiting by transactions simulating the meeting of passengers and

greeters and waiting times for buses.

An example of USER CHAIN output is shown in Figure 8. USER

CRAIN numbers 1( equal to CHAlB) through 55( equal to CHA2B) have

been reserved for bag claim simulation. The transaction repre-

senting an arriving flight selects the lowest numbered available

chain within these limits and retains the passenger waiting for

bags on the selected chain. Chain numbers therefore, are not

related to specific bag claim devices but only provide a summarized

report of numbers of passengers waiting.

The numbers of passengers or greeters waiting at the gate,

bag claim or lobby are held on chains named GREGC, GREBC and GRELC

respectively. These represent the passenger or visitor not

immediately able to be matched with the respective counterpart.

The chain DPLlC contains vehicles waiting at the curbside for their

respective terminating passengers. The chain DPL2C is used to

retain terminating passengers awaiting vehicles for pick up at the

deplaning curbside.

The chain EBUSC contains originating enplaning passengers

collected and held until an arriving bus transaction releases

them. This release simulates the arrival of the bus at the

enplaning curb.

The r.umber of entries and average time per transaction are

available for these entities. The entry counts represent passen-

ger groups or vehicles, both divided by the scale factor.

GPSS also produces tables of queuing time for each simulation
hour. At each landside facility, the total time spent in a queue

by a passenger transaction is accumulated in the transaction para-

meter PH1l. When the transaction is terminated, either by simula-

ted boarding of a departing aircraft or leaving the airport land-

side via a ground transportation mode, the total landside queueing

time is recorded.

The recorded total queueing time of all passenger transactions

terminated within the simulated hour forms a cumulative distribution
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produced by GPSS. An example of this table is shown in Figure 9.

The total number of terminated transactions is shown as ENI .S IN

TABLE. The mean queueing time is shown as MEAN ARGUMENT and '.he

STANDARD DEVIATION is exhibited. The SUM of ARGUMENTS is the

total of all queueing time for the transaction terminated during

the hour.

UPPER LIMIT times are in seconds and the number of transac-

tions sustaining a delay between the time shown in the UPPER LIMIT

and the next lower value is exhibited as the OBSERVED FREQUENCY.

The other table columns are obtained from these frequencies and

the total table entries.

A table of passenger walking times, PAXWT, is also produced.

This is obtained from the simulated passenger walking time accumu-

lated in the transaction parameter PH9. This parameter is incre-

mented each time the transaction proceeds to the next facility

designated by the assigned routing function. At transaction termina-

tion, the cumulative walking time contained in PH9 is entered into

the table.

The GPSS storage and queue information is reformatted by

FORTM and produced under FORTRAN format control. Summaries are

presented for several facility types and are titled from descrip-

tions input on RUNTITLE cards. An example of an express check-in

facility report is shown in Figure 10. The facility numbers cor-

respond to the FACNO values of the CHECKIN cards. Facility utili-

zation statistics are obtained from GPSS storage data. The number

of agents is obtained directly from the GPSS capacity. The total

number of patrons is expressed as numbers of passenger groups and

is obtained by multiplying the number of GPSS entries by the input

scale factor. The maximum number of agents busy is obtained from

the maximum contents and the average number of agents busy is

obtained by taking the product of the GPSS capacity and average

utilization. CHANGE card data, affecting the operation of the

designated facilities, will invalidate agent output data as ex-

plained in the GPSS storage output description. The average time

per patron is obtained by dividing the scale factor into the GPSS

6-12
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average time per unit. This is required because a GPSS variable

was used to multiply the randomly selected sample from input dis-

tribution of service time per passenger group and the input scale

factor to obtain a service time for each transaction.

Queue statistics are obtained from the GPSS queue output.

The total queue entries are the product of the total entries

column and the scale factor. This quantity provides the total

number of persons in the queue including all passengers and visi-

tors. The maximum and average queue size are the maximum contents

and zero entries, respectively. Both are multiplied by the scale

factor. The average time in the queue is the average time per

transaction from GPSS. This is an average waiting time of all queue

entries, including zero wait time entries, converted to minutes and

seconds. Data is also presented in this format for Ticketing and

Check-in, Figure 11, Security, Figure 12, Customs, Figure 13, Im-

migration, Figure 14, Car Rental Counters, Figure 15, and Boarding

Gates, Figure 16.

Time series data for flow, the count of persons or vehicles

discharged through a facility every five minutes, and queue length,

the instantaneous count of persons or vehicles in queue at a

facility at each five minute mark are provided by ALSIM. These

data are provided for by GPSTO, GPOUE and GPTIALF data input

statements. An example of this output is shown as Figure 17.

The numbers 1 through 24 refer to the position of the entry on

the data input cards. For example, if the input data cards were as

follows:

TIMESPRIrS GPSTO = 23, 22, 19 ...............
TIMESERIES GPOUE = 23, 22, 186, 188, 191....

TIMESERIES GPIIALF = 33, 28, 24, 20 ..........

The corresponding data for storage 23 would be in column numbered

1,, for storage 22 in column numbered 2 and for storage 19 column

numbered 3. The GPQUE and GPHALF data uses the same ordering

sequence.
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At each clock time, appearing in the left hand column of the

page, the value produced by the entities is exhibited. The GPSTO

row is first, followed by GPQUE and GPHALF respectively. The

fourth row is the outflow from the concourse security stations

obtained from halfword matrix 11 and the fifth row is the number

of persons processed by the full service ticket counters and

stored in halfword matrix 13. All data is exhioited in terms of

persons or vehicles. If GPSTO is used, the program will only pro-

duce vehicle or passenger group counts.

The flow counts produced for the first five minute time

interval are the cumulative counts from the start of the program

until the time designated. All succeeding time intervals provide

five minute flow counts.

A graphical plot produced by performing five ALSIM runs with

a different random number stream for each replication is exhibited

in Figure 18. This data is produced by storing the time series

data from each run and averaging the flow count at each time

point. Data observed at the airport for a time period correspond-

ing to the input flight schedule is shown for comparison. Queue

length data corresponding to the same time period is displayed in

Figure 19.

Occupancy data, the count of persons at each input point

designated on the facility cards is shown in Figure 20. These

are instantaneous counts of persons at the times designated in the

time column appearing at the left of the page.

A sumary of available ALSIM output data is presented in Table

2. Time series of flow, counted by person, are generally obtained

by designation of a specific halfword savevalue by the EQU state-

ment, inserted in the C"SS MAIN program where applicable and

referenced by a TIMESERIES GPHALF data entry. Specific halfwords

inserted in the program for reference are the following:
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF MODEL OUTPUTS

QUEUEING
TIME AVERAGE QUEUEFACILITY FLOW STATISTICS OCCUPANCY UTILIZATION SIZE

Inbound roadway HSV
Enplaning Curbside

(Vehicles) HSV, STO STO STO STO STO
Express Check-in Counters HSV QUE, F PO STO, F QUE, F
Full Service Counters MH QUE, F PO STO, F QUE, F
Security Checkpoints MH QUE STO, F QUE, F
Gate Counters/Seat STO, F QUE PO STO, F QUE, F
Assignment

Baggage Claim Areas UC PO UC
Rental Car Counters STO, F QUE, F PO QUE, F QUE, F
Deplaning

Curbside HSV, STO STO STO STO STO
(Vehicles)

Parking Lots HSV
Parking Lot Exits STO QUE STO QUE
Outbound Roadway HSV

Recirculation Roadway HSV
Immigration Clearance HSV, STO, F QUE PO STO QUE
Customs Clearance HSV, STO, F QUE PO STO QUE
Corridors/Walkways MH PO

Lobbies PO
Gates (Departure) Lounges PO

LEGEND HSV - GPSS Halfword Savevalue

MH - GPSS Halfword Matrix

STO - GPSS Storage

QUE - GPSS Queue

F - FORTRAN Formatted Summaries

PO - Point Occupancy Timeseries

UC - GPSS User Chains

Note: Utilization statistics invalidated if ClANGE data is
applied to facility.
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INBOUND ROADWAY - ARDXH

ENPLANING CURBSIDE ENPXH

DEPLANING CURBSIDE - DEPXH

OUTBOUND ROADWAY - DRDXH

IMMIGRATION CLEARANCE - IMIG

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE - CSTM

RECIRCULATION ROADWAY - RERXH.

Matrices used as flow counters are the following:

MH11 - Persons proceeding from concourses into the lobby

MHI2 - Persons proceeding from security toward gates

MH13 - Persons processed through airline full service

ticket counters.

6.1 ALSIM MESSAGES

When conditions requiring warning or error messages are en-

countered, these are provided by GPSS or LINKC(FORTM) or ARGERR.

GPSS error messages are listed in the GPSS-V Introductory User's

Manual (SI{20-0866-l) or GPSS-V User's Manual (SH20-0851-l) pro-

duced by IBM. Volume V, Appendix B: ALSIM Subroutines provides

details of LINKC(FORTM) and ARGERR message statements.
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7. PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

ALSIM program modifications are accomplished by using the

IBM utility program, IEBUPDTE by adding, deleting or replacing

records in the program modules. Changes can be made to the

following modules: auxiliary (AUX), GPSS main (MAIN) and LINKC(FORTM)

section (FORT), individually or simultaneously in the same

IEBUPDTE run. The following JCL is used:

//JBUPDT JOB (XXXX,D72,DESK),'MAHAJAN'CLASS=A,TIME=l,REGION=128K
//* THIS STEP UPDATES ONE OR MORE MODULES IN THE SOURCE LIBRARY
//UPDATE EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARI=MOD
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
//SYSUTl DD DSNAME=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE,DISP=SHR
//SYSIN DD *
./ CHANGE NAME=MAIN

UPDATE CARDS FOR MAIN PROG----
./ CHANGE NAME=FORT

UPDATE CARDS FOR FORT PROG----
./ CHANGE NAME=AUX

UPDATE CARDS FOR AUX PROG----

The option LIST=ALL may be used on the CHANGE cards in order

to get a set of updated listings. In the absence of this option,

only the listing of the changes, including all deletions and

insertions, is produced.

7.1 PROGRAM UPDATE EXAMPLE

The following Job Control Language is an example of an

actual update run. The file name, P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE, contains

a member, MAIN, requiring updating. All the changes are placed

after the CHANGE card. In this example, only one record is

changed to 'SINIULATE 7'. The record sequence number is specified

inColumns 73 to 80.

The sample JCL is shown as follows:
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//RLSS2 JOB (xxxx,D72,DESK),'MAHAJAN',CLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=I,TIME=2,
// REGION=400K
//UPDATE EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=MOD,ACCT=COST
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
//SYSUTI DD DSNAME=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE,DISP=OLD
//SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE,DISP=OLD
//SYSIN DD *
./ CHANGE NAME=MAIN

SIMULATE 7
0149000

7.2 LINKC(FORTM) COMPILE AND LINK EDIT STEP

As indicated in Section 3, the FORTRAN subprogram LINKC(FORTM)

resides in the library P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE, with the number name

FORT. After modifying the source code, the new version of this

subprogram must be compiled and link edited with other ALSIM sub-

routines to provide a new version of the subroutine load module,

P.TSC.ALSIM.LOAD. At execution of the GPSS AUX or MAIN programs,

this dataset is concatenated with SYS1.GPSS5 under the STEPLIB

'DNAME as explained in Section 4, Program Execution.

When the subprogram LINKC(FORTM) i. 'ink edited, the member

name LINKC is identified and the alias name FORTM is also specified

in the input data stream.

An example of the JCL used to perform the compilation of LINKC

(FORTM) and subsequent link editing with other subroutines is shown

below. Note that P.TSC.ALSIM.LOAD specified with the DDNAME SYSLIB

is the outdated version of the subroutine load module. This ver-

sion is concatenated with SYS1.FORTLIB and is used to produce the

new version of the subroutine load module identified in the SYSLMOD

statement.
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//JCOMPL JOB (XXXX,D72,DESK),'MAHAJAN',CLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=1,TIME=4,
// REGION=500K
//* FORTRAN G1 COMPILE-LINK EDIT STEP.. LOAD MODULES ARE PLACED

IN THE
//* LOAD LIBRARY.
//FORT EXEC PGM=IGIFORT,ACCT=COST
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY
//SYSLIN DD DSN=&DECKSET,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,
// SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3040,RECFM=FE)
//SYSIN DD DSD=P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE(FORT),DISP=SHR
//LINK EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(LET,XREF,LIST),COND=(4,LT,FORT)
//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYSl.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=P,TSC.ALSIM.LOAD,DISP=SHR
//SYSLMOD DD DSN=P.TSC.ALSIM.LOAD(LINKC),DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
//SYSUTl DD DSN=&TEMPI,UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLMOD)),SPACE=(1024,

(50,20))
//SYSLIN DD DSN=&DECKSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
// DD*
ALIAS FORTM/*

After the compilation and link edit step, the subroutine load

module contains the new version of LINKC, alias FORTM. An example

of linkage editor output for this step is shown in Figure 21.

After the compilation and link-edit step, the load library P.TSC.

LOAD, updates the members LINKC and FORTM. These modules are

loaded when the AUX OR MAIN programs of the model are run.

7.3 COMPRESSING DATASETS

After several updates have been made to the programs AUX,

MAIN or FORT in the source library, the disk space available to

the user generally becomes filled. This step releases the space

used by previously edited members and places the current version

of the members at the beginning of the allocated disk space.

Sample JCL used to accomplish this is shown below:
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//JBCOMP JOB (XXXX,D72,DESK),'MAHAJAN'CLASS=A,TIME-1,REGION-128K
/*THIS STEP COMPRESSES A SOURCE LIBRARY. THIS IS NEEDED AFTER
/*SEVERAL UPDATES ARE MADE TO PROGRAMS IN THE SOURCE LIBRARY.

//JOBSTEP EXEC PGM-IEBCOPY
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT-A
//INOUT1 DD DSN-P.TSC.ALSIM.SOURCE, DISP-SHR
//SYSUT3 DD UNIT-SYSDASPACE-(TRK, (I))
//SYSUT4 DD UNIT-SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK, (1))
//SYSIN DD*
COPYOPER COPY OUTDD-INOUTI,INDD-INOUT1

/*THIS STEP COMPRESSES A LOAD LIBRARY. THIS IS NEEDED AFTER
/*SEVERAL UPDATES ARE MADE TO PROGRAMS IN THE CORRESPONDING
/*SOURCE LIBRARY.

//JOBSTEP EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY
//SYSPRING DD SYSOUT-A
//INOUT1 DD DSN=P,TSC. ALSIM.LOAD, DISP=SHR
//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE-(TRK, (1))
//SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK, (1))
//SYSIN DD *
COPYOPER COPY OUTDDINUTI,INDD-INOUT1
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